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The Evening Service settings of great British composers like Charles Stanford, A. 

Herbert Brewer, Charles Wood and Herbert Howells are well known and performed often 

throughout the world.  However, little is known about the body of settings created by 

American composers.  There are currently approximately 75 American composers dating 

from 1890 to the present, with Evening Service settings in print.  Joel Martinson, based in 

Dallas, Texas, is an American composer, church musician, concert organist, and presenter.  

Although Martinson has composed four Evening Service settings (Evening Service for the St. 

Mark’s School 1996, Evening Service for the Incarnation 2000, Evening Service for Church of 

the Nativity 2002, and Evening Service for the Transfiguration 2015), these works are not 

widely known outside of Dallas and small Anglican circles, nor is the value of his 

contributions to Anglican Evensong repertoire recognized.  The purpose of this study is to 

demonstrate that Martinson’s four settings make a valuable American contribution to 

Anglican repertoire through his neo-classical style and creative counterpoint. The four 

settings are modern and challenging but remain approachable for both choir and audience. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

The Evening Service settings of great British composers like Charles V. Stanford and 

Herbert Howells are very well known and performed often throughout the world.  However, 

little is known about the body of settings created by American composers.  There are 

currently approximately 75 American composers dating from 1890 to the present, with 

Evening Service settings in print. Joel Martinson, based in Dallas, Texas, is an American 

composer, church musician, concert organist, and presenter.  Although Martinson has 

composed four Evening Service settings (Evening Service for the St. Mark’s School 1996, 

Evening Service for the Incarnation 2000, Evening Service for Church of the Nativity 2002, and 

Evening Service for the Transfiguration 2015) these works are not widely known outside of 

Dallas and small Anglican circles, nor is the value of his contributions to Anglican Evensong 

repertoire recognized.   

The purpose of this study is to demonstrate that Martinson’s four settings make a 

valuable American contribution to Anglican repertoire through his neo-classical style and 

creative counterpoint. The four settings are modern and challenging but remain 

approachable for both choir and audience.   The study provides background on the origin of 

Evensong in order to understand the history of this unique service and how it is practiced in 

churches today.  Since no exhaustive list previously existed, the author has compiled a select 

list of Evening Service settings by American composers, which is made available in Appendix 

A.  This list places Martinson’s settings in historical context and brings to light many 

unknown and unpublished manuscripts.  
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1.2 Origin of Evensong 

The Evensong Service dates back to the reign of Henry the VIII, the establishment of 

the Church of England and the Act of Uniformity (1549), which mandated that the Book of 

Common Prayer was the only book to be used in worship1.  Once appointed by Henry VIII 

as the first Protestant Archbishop of Canterbury, Thomas Cranmer personally led the 

efforts to create The Book of Common Prayer.  It is most likely that a draft of the Prayer 

Book was compiled by Cranmer himself and later reviewed by a group of Bishops and other 

theologians.2  The Book of Common Prayer has been recognized as one of the great and 

most influential achievements in the English language, second only to the Tyndale-

Coverdale translation of the Bible.3   

There were three primary goals accomplished by the Book of Common Prayer. First, 

it simplified the Liturgical Calendar by removing many of the days honoring “Martyrs, 

Confessors, Virgins and Matrons, and votive Masses and Requiems for local worthies.”4 

Second, it condensed the services as practiced in monastic communities known as “Hours.”   

Third, it provided one book in place of many books.  Through the simplification of services 

Cranmer created the service of Evensong.  The eight traditional ‘Hours of Prayer’ appear in 

Table 1. 

  

                                                        
1 Edmund H. Fellowes, English Cathedral Music: from Edward VI to Edward VII, (London: Methuen & Co. LTD, 
1948). 
2 “The actual authorship of the Prayer Book is veiled in some obscurity. A number of bishops and divines were 
assembled at Chertsey in September 1548 to consider the new book and it seems likely that these men were 
the so-called ‘compilers.’”  Kenneth R. Long, The Music of the English Church, (New York: St. Martin’s, 1971), 
25 
3 Ibid. pg. 25. 
4 Ibid. pg. 22 
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Table 1: Traditional Hours of Prayer 

Name Time 
Mattins5 At midnight 

Lauds In the very early morning 
Prime At dawn (or sometimes at 6:00 a. m.) 
Terce Third hour (9:00 a.m.) 
Sext Sixth hour (noon) 

None Ninth hour (3:00 pm) 
Vespers In the evening 

Compline At bedtime 
 

Long indicates that in practice, the first three Hours were often combined and that 

much of the content derives from ancient synagogue worship.6 To clarify how Evensong 

was born out of the monastic tradition, Long states, “In the 1549 book the eight ancient 

‘Hours’ of the monastic routine were abolished and their place taken by the two offices of 

Morning and Evening Prayer. Morning Prayer was derived from a fusion of the three early 

Hours – Mattins, Lauds and Prime—and Evening Prayer had been distilled from Vespers 

and Compline.”7 Therefore, the order used in the first Prayer Book (1549) was the 

following:  

Our Father 

Opening Versicles 

Psalter 

Reading from the Old Testament 

Magnificat 

Reading from the New Testament 

Nunc dimittis 

Prayers 

Lesser Litany 

                                                        
5 This is an older English spelling.   
6 Ibid. pg.23 
7 Ibid. pg. 23 
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Creed 

Our Father 

Responsive Prayers and Three Collects 

Collect of the Day 

Collect for Peace 

Collect for Protection Against All Perils8 

 
The Prayer Book was revised under the reign of Elizabeth I in 1559, and again in 

1662 during the reign of Charles II, also known as the Restoration period.  However, there 

were only slight changes made to the order of Evensong.  

Table 2: Grafting of Vespers and Compline on Modern Evensong9 

 
The 1662 version of The Book of Common Prayer remains the official English 

edition to this day.  In America, it is also the most common practice to use the 1662 version 

of the Evensong Service.  However, some churches choose to use The Book of Common 

                                                        
8 Charles Hogan, Contemplative Evensong: Unlocking the Power of the Sung Office, (St. Louis: Morning Star 
Publishers, Inc. 2015), 35.  Reproduced with permission from Morning Star Publishers, Inc. 
9 Ibid. 38. 
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Prayer 1979 version produced by the Episcopal Church. In addition to modernized 

language, the 1979 Prayer Book also added the Benedicamus Domino and the evening hymn 

Phos hilaron.10  

In his 2015 text titled, Contemplative Evensong: Unlocking the Power of the Sung 

Office, Charles Hogan provides a helpful visualization of the formation of Evensong (see 

Table 2). 

 

1.3 The Canticle Texts 

Now that the origin of the Evening Service is established, let us examine the specific 

texts and music in the service.  Although initially a shock to church musicians who suddenly 

lost the opportunity to perform any Latin-related Masses, Motets or other sacred music, 

they adjusted quickly to the new requirements11.   

The Canticles or songs that anchor the Evening Service are the Magnificat and the 

Nunc dimittis.   The Magnificat, also known as the Song of Mary, is the Virgin Mary’s 

response to the angel Gabriel’s news that she would bear Jesus, the Messiah.  The Nunc 

dimittis or Song of Simeon is his response to the answered prayer of seeing the birth of 

Jesus before his death.  All Canticles in the Bible are hymns or songs in response to major 

events in the life of God’s people.  According to The Book of Common Prayer, the Gloria 

Patri always follows Canticles, regardless in which service they appear i. e. Morning Prayer, 

Evening Prayer etc. 

                                                        
10 Charles Hogan, Contemplative Evensong: Unlocking the Power of the Sung Office, (St. Louis: Morning Star 
Publishers, Inc. 2015), 38.  
11 Edmund H. Fellowes, English Cathedral Music: from Edward VI to Edward VII, (London: Methuen & Co. LTD, 
1948), 7. 
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Taken from the 1662 version of The Book of Common Prayer, the texts for the 

Magnificat, Nunc dimittis and Gloria Patri are the following:  

Magnificat 

My soul doth magnify the Lord: and my spirit hath rejoiced in God my Saviour. 

For he hath regarded: the lowliness of his handmaiden. 

For behold, from henceforth: all generations shall call me blessed. 

For he that is mighty hath magnified me: and holy is his Name. 

And his mercy is on them that fear him: throughout all generations. 

He hath showed strength with his arm: he hath scattered the proud in the 
imagination of their hearts. 

He hath put down the mighty from their seat: and hath exalted the humble and 
meek. 

He hath filled the hungry with good things: and the rich he hath sent empty away. 

He remembering his mercy hath holpen his servant Israel: as he promised to our 
forefathers, Abraham and his seed, forever. 

Glory be to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost; 

As it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be, world without end. Amen. 
 
Nunc dimittis 

Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace according to thy word. 

For mine eyes have seen thy salvation, 

Which thou hast prepared before the face of all people; 

To be a light to lighten the Gentiles and to be the glory of thy people Israel. 
 
Gloria Patri 

Glory be to the Father, and to the Son: and to the Holy Ghost; 

As it was in the beginning, is now, 

and ever shall be: world without end. Amen. 
 
 
1.4 Canticle Settings 

The first musical arrangements of these texts relied upon the Catholic Plainchant 

tradition.  However, the text was translated to English.  
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As polyphony developed throughout Europe composers organically began to set the 

Magnificat in new and highly creative ways.  As Edward R. Lerner states in his article The 

Polyphonic Magnificat in 15th-Century Italy, “Magnificats were being composed by men of 

varied national backgrounds: Dunstable, Dufay, Binchois, Limburgia, Geragut and De 

Quatris.”12 

By the end of the sixteenth century, English masters like Orlando Gibbons and 

William Byrd were adding their creativity to the Evening Service repertoire.  They begin to 

incorporate simple text painting or “madrigalisms” like a rising melody on “and hath 

exalted” and a descending melody on the words “humble and meek.”   

Composers in each subsequent period of history incorporated new musical 

developments in their settings of the Canticles.  

 

1.5 Further Musical Development in the 20th Century 

From the vantage point of the twenty-first century the vast amount of repertoire 

produced by British composers for Evensong is staggering.  One marvels at the longevity of 

this service and how even today composers continue to draw inspiration from these texts.  

Edmund H. Fellowes states that,  

During the 400 years that have elapsed since the Prayer Book was first introduced, a 
wonderful repertory of this class of music has been built up by successive 
generations of English composers.  It is true that in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries the standard both of the composition and performance of Cathedral music 
was allowed to degenerate to a deplorable extent; and it is significant that this lapse 
coincided closely with the decay of spiritual and religious life of the Church of 

                                                        
12 Lerner, Edward R. "The Polyphonic Magnificat in 15th-Century Italy." The Musical Quarterly 50, no. 1 
(1964): 44-58. http://www.jstor.org/stable/740185. 
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England. But, even so, an unbroken chain, albeit a slender one at times, unites 
modern Church musicians with those of the Tudor and Restoration Periods.13 
 

Additional commentary on the development of Cathedral music is outside the scope of this 

study.  However, by the late nineteenth century, many great composers were setting the 

Evening Service for various cathedrals and college chapels.  

The tradition of well-crafted compositions for Evensong continued for many 

decades following Charles Stanford and his contemporaries like A. Herbert Brewer and 

Charles Wood, but few modern British composers have had the enduring influence of 

Herbert Howells.  And, no person has more drastically altered our experience of the 

Canticles in quite the way Howells accomplished it. He brought a new harmonic language, 

texture and dialogue between chorus and organ in his many Evening Service settings.   In 

his dazzlingly insightful chapter titled, A ‘Wholly New Chapter’ in Service Music Collegium 

regale and the Gloucester Service, Phillip A. Cooke explains,  

The evening canticles – Magnificat and Nunc dimittis – are as old as the Church of 
England itself, and steeped in tradition and conservatism.  The daily tread of these 
two canticles defines the evening worship of the Anglican Church, and they are 
familiar to generations of churchgoers. Evensong is arguably not the place for 
experimentation, or for the progressive.  However, by the late 1940s a noticeable 
change was evident in Anglican music: the functional had been replaced by the 
atmospheric, the respectable by the mystical, and beneath the traditional surface 
was music of an other-worldly and impressionistic quality.  The words may have 
remained the same, but much else had inextricably changed. It would be in the 
hands of Herbert Howells that this change solidified, building upon subtle and 
discreet developments that had brought Anglican music from its nadir in the early 
part of the nineteenth century to its arguable zenith in the middle of the twentieth 
century; it would be Howells that codified a ‘wholly new chapter’ in service music, 
the legacy of which is still present today.14  
 

                                                        
13 Ibid. pg. 10 
14 Phillip A. Cooke and David Maw, The Music of Herbert Howells, Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2013. 86 
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With his humble yet dedicated craft, Howells seems to have opened a portal to a new 

cosmic world. When hearing his music, one experiences a “thin place” between heaven and 

earth.  

 

1.6 Evensong Today 

Today, the popularity of Evensong in England is due to many factors including the 

45-minute length, the liturgy, which is steadfast, the musical variety of settings by 

composers over the past centuries, and the beauty of cathedral and chapel spaces where 

services are held.  Additionally, attendance is free of charge and allows the connoisseur of 

fine music to appreciate the experience without a requirement to practice religion.  For 

these reasons and others, hundreds of choirs throughout the world make pilgrimages to 

English Cathedrals each year to sing residencies, where they perform daily Evensong 

Services.  The author took part in such a pilgrimage in 2014, singing a week’s “residence” at 

Norwich Cathedral and Wells Cathedral, as a member of the St. Mark’s Episcopal Choir, 

Berkeley, CA, under the direction of George Emblom.  

In American churches the frequency of Evensong can vary greatly, from weekly, 

monthly to quarterly.  In most major metropolitan areas, there are cathedrals or larger 

churches, which provide Evensong as part of their service offerings.   Only St. Thomas 

Church Fifth Avenue and The National Cathedral offer daily Evensong.  Grace Cathedral 

(San Francisco, CA) offers Evensong each Sunday from October through May at 3 pm and 

year-round on Thursdays at 5:15 pm.15 Both Episcopal Church of the Incarnation (Dallas, 

                                                        
15 www.gracecathedral.org  

http://www.gracecathedral.org/
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TX) and The Cathedral of St. Philip (Atlanta, GA) offer a weekly Evensong on Sundays 

September through May.16  There are approximately thirty other Episcopal churches across 

America that includes Evensong in their annual programming.  

  

                                                        
16 www.incarnation.org, www.cathedral ATL.org/music 

http://www.incarnation.org/
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CHAPTER 2

 JOEL MARTINSON 

2.1 Biography 

Joel Martinson, based in Dallas, Texas, is an American composer, church musician, 

concert organist and presenter. Born in Minneapolis in 1960 and raised in Oregon by a 

family of Lutheran clergy, Martinson has lived in the Dallas area since 1981.  He received 

his BMus. and MMus. degrees in organ performance with a concentration in composition 

from the University of North Texas.  

His skill as a composer is displayed in various genres including anthems, organ 

works, festival hymn arrangements, masses and canticles, psalm settings, hymn tunes, solo 

vocal works and various instrumental works.  Martinson has received close to one hundred 

commissions by individuals, churches, hymn boards of multiple denominations and 

professional organizations like the American Guild of Organists.  A complete setting of the 

liturgy by Martinson is represented in the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America hymnal 

and various other works can be found in new music resources and hymnal supplements of 

both The Episcopal Church and the ELCA.   

Also, he has worked as a Director of Music and Organist in various churches of 

Christian liturgical denominations including: Episcopal, Catholic, Lutheran and a Reformed 

Jewish congregation.  In addition to church leadership duties, from 2000-2004 Mr. 

Martinson was Adjunct Faculty in Church Music at the University of North Texas, teaching a 

series of courses on the history of liturgy and practice of church music and organ 

improvisation. He has served as a Dean of the Dallas Chapter of the American Guild of 

Organists, as member of the steering committee for the 1994 National Convention and as 
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Director of the Recital Series. Currently, Mr. Martinson serves as Director of Music and 

Organist at The Episcopal Church of the Transfiguration, a position he has held since June 

2004. 

 

2.2 Compositional Background 

When interviewed, Martinson noted several influences on his compositional style, 

which included Jazz and the music of American composers: Samuel Barber, Leonard 

Bernstein, Aaron Copeland, Daniel Pinkham and Gerald Near.17  He also indicated an 

interest in improvisation and an appreciation for the use of chant in the choral and organ 

music of Maurice Duruflé.18  Martinson elaborated by stating,  

I was studying some improvisation – I was basically going to workshops – first with 
David Dahl, who’s now a long-time friend of mine, who was at Pacific Lutheran 
University in Washington State. He gave a workshop when I was in 7th grade, and 
that really was the beginning of my improvisation work.  And then one time in 
Dallas Susan Ferré did a workshop for the Dallas AGO. She [a student of Jean 
Langlais], of course was the French School, and spoke about the idea “salvation is 
only a half-step away” by going to unexpected places and I think that is also a mark 
of my music.19 
 
In terms of moveable tonal centers and such, I was doing that from when I went to 
college and first studied composition.  So this polychordal thing was kind of from 
this approach. The St. Mark’s Service also has some jazzier sections. I liked that kind 
of thing since the first time I heard Bernstein, with the juxtaposition of 6/8 and ¾ or 
5/8.  So American rhythms: like those from especially Bernstein, Copland, and later I 
got to know Barber. I love Barber’s harmonies and the Neo-Classicists.  Some of the 
more jazzy things in my style I trace back to when I played [piano] in a stage band in 
Junior High, in 8th and 9th grade.  I really liked doing that and that’s where I got to 
know 9ths and 11ths and all that stuff.  So, in terms of harmonic conception those 

                                                        
17 Joel Martinson, interview by author, September 2017.  
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid. 
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are different than polychords, but extended chords and added notes and all of that 
stuff are at the root of how complex my music sometimes can be . . .20 
 
Martinson became involved with the St. Mark’s School of Texas Choir in the 1980s as 

a member of the Men’s Schola and also as organist.  During this time, he also became 

friends with Gerald Near, who was accompanying the choir at their monthly Evensong 

Service.  Near had by that time already composed the St. Mark’s setting, which was 

commissioned by the director of the choir, W. James Livengood, Jr.  The setting was 

premiered by the choir on October 23, 1983 with Larry Palmer, organist.21  In the preface 

of the score it states, “Conceived as a tribute to composer Herbert Howells, the work draws 

upon his style and quotes a famous moment from Howells’ own setting of these texts 

written for King’s College, Cambridge.” Near’s ability to channel Howell’s harmonic 

language into an original composition and borrow directly from Collegium Regale in a 

completely unexpected way is both ingenious and captivating.  

Speaking about his relationship with Gerald Near and the St. Mark’s Choir, 

Martinson states: 

He became a friend in the Spring of 1985 . . . and we were very good friends for a 
period of time. He moved here in ’84 I think, ’83 or ’84.  He’s had some benefactors 
and was able to live where he liked. So he moved here and he was working at St. 
Mark’s just accompanying the Evensongs once a month. Later he was at St. 
Matthew’s Cathedral and doing that.  We were good friends and on the first St. 
Mark’s tour of England I was his assistant for the trip. Gerald played most of the 
services and I played some.  I know the most about Gerald of anyone on your list [of 
American settings] but I’m also friends with others on your list . . . Anyway, the year 
we first went to England we sang for a week at Gloucester Cathedral and I’m pretty 
sure that we took Gerald’s St. Mark’s [setting].  He accompanied it first and later I did 
because he was no longer playing at St. Mark’s School. I kind of took over his job . . . 
Gerald’s St. John Service was written I think during the time I was at St. Mark’s.  So, 

                                                        
20 Ibid. 
21 Gerald Near, 1996. Saint Mark’s Service (St. Louis: Morning Star Music Publishers). Preface notes. 
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even though it was for St. John’s and George Guest we did it at St. Mark’s.  We also 
performed during that time the Howells Dallas Service.22   
 
Along with Gerald Near and others, Martinson’s approach to composition was also 

influenced by Daniel Pinkham; especially by a workshop held in Dallas, Texas.  Martinson 

explains,  

Actually, one of the first times I met Gerald in ’85, was when Daniel Pinkham came 
here to introduce his Dallas Organ Book. It was an “Education Projects” undertaking 
by Dallas AGO. One of the things Danny Pinkham said was “as a composer, you have 
to have a very good reason to repeat text,” which is something I always think about 
when I do repetition – and something that obviously most of American church music 
these days hasn’t figured out.23 
 
As a result of the many rich experiences working with the choir program Martinson 

was inspired to create his first setting of the Evening Service for The St. Mark’s School of 

Texas.  The arrangement was informal and not a paid commission. 

  

                                                        
22 Joel Martinson, interview by author, September 2017. 
23 Ibid. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE FOUR SETTINGS 

3.1 Introduction 

The four settings are: 

• Evening Service for the St. Mark’s School 1996

• Evening Service for the Incarnation 2000

• Evening Service for Church of the Nativity 2002

• Evening Service for the Transfiguration 2015

In each of the four settings Martinson makes strong use of quartal and quintal 

harmonies, polytonality, mixed meters, sharp dissonance, extended chords, mixture of 

modes and unexpected modulations.  The following five major categories are used to 

demonstrate Martinson’s approach to composing these four settings:  

• Melodic Material - original or based on Plainchant

• Harmony, Modality and Tonality

• Text setting and Meter

• Accompaniment

• Organ Registration

3.1.1 Shared Characteristics in All Settings 

• Although marked SATB there are short passages that call for SSA, TTB, TBB.

• Text setting is dominantly syllabic throughout all settings with only occasional

syllables sung over 2-3 notes.  There is no extended melismatic passage in any setting. 
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• Meter changes are used in each setting specifically to emphasize proper word 

stress.  

• There is play between chords related to major-minor modes in each setting. 

• There is light imitative counterpoint and occasional canons but no further 

development such as a fugue. 

• Dissonances like major or minor 2nds, 7ths, or 9ths are treated in contrary 

motion throughout.  There are times of sharp dissonances, especially at final cadences. 

 

3.1.2 Unique Characteristics to Individual Settings  

• St. Mark’s setting features two short a cappella sections. 

• St. Mark’s and Transfiguration settings are completely original material. 

• Incarnation and Nativity settings utilize plain chant in some way, either in vocal 

part or accompaniment or both.  

• Incarnation features a soprano duet in the Magnificat and accompaniment 

features a chaconne bass pattern in a short section.  Pedal ostinato in organ 

accompaniment. 

 

3.2 Melodic Material 

The Melodic material in the Evening Service for the Transfiguration is entirely 

original material.  In the Nativity setting, the Magnificat is original material and the Nunc 

dimittis draws inspiration from the “responsory chant from Compline: In Manus tuas – 
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“Into your hands, O Lord, I commend my spirit.”24   

The St. Mark’s setting is also entirely original material. The opening theme 

immediately piques interest because it begins on a 9th scale degree in the key of C.  (Ex. 1). 

Example 1: St. Mark’s setting, opening melody, mm. 1-6.25  

 
Martinson closes this first section of the Magnificat text by placing the original 

theme in the bass voices.  Again, he begins on a 9th scale degree.  Unlike the opening 

statement where the phrase ends on a 7th, this time he ends on a 9th (Ex. 2). 

Example 2: St. Mark’s setting, opening theme in bass vocal part, mm. 27-32.26  

 
The opening theme is used a third time at the close the first section.  The text is 

“throughout all generations.”  The theme is now placed in the powerful pedal reeds and the 

                                                        
24 Martinson, Joel. 2002. Evening Service for Church of the Nativity. Orleans: Paraclete Press. 
25 Martinson, Joel. 1996. Evening Service for the Saint Mark’s School. Reproduced with permission from 
Paraclete Press. 
26 Ibid. Reproduced with permission from Paraclete Press. 
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“Largamente” marking helps to portray the text idea of expanding generations (Ex. 3). 

Example 3: St. Mark’s setting, opening theme in organ pedals, mm. 35-41.27 

 
Martinson uses melodic fragments like the opening theme to bring cohesion to the 

entire work.  He displays prowess in presenting similar material with enough variation that 

commands the listener’s attention.   For example, in the St. Mark’s setting Nunc dimittis, the 

opening organ part introduces the theme, which is immediately repeated with a slight 

variation in the soprano voice (Ex. 4).  

Example 4: St. Mark’s setting, Nunc dimittis, organ intro and opening phrase, mm. 1-8.28 

                                                        
27 Martinson, Joel. 1996. Evening Service for the Saint Mark’s School. Reproduced with permission from 
Paraclete Press. 
28 Ibid. Reproduced with permission from Paraclete Press. 
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In Evening Service for the Incarnation, on the other hand, Martinson draws melodic 

material from a previous commissioned work:  Missa Puer Natus Est Nobis (Communion 

Service for the Incarnation).  As printed in the score, the work was “Commissioned by The 

Episcopal Church of the Incarnation, Dallas, Texas in celebration of its 100th Anniversary, 

1997, and dedicated to the Chancel Choir, Kevin Clarke, Organist-Choirmaster.”29   

Martinson adds clarification,  

Missa Puer Natus Est Nobis was composed for the centennial of The Episcopal 
Church of the Incarnation, Dallas, Texas. Because of the title of the church, I chose to 
base the mass on the Introit for Christmas Day “Puer natus est nobis.”  Each 
movement contains some motive derived from a portion of the chant, with the 
opening interval of the rising fifth receiving prominence throughout the mass 
setting.  Though this setting is particularly appropriate during the Christmas season, 
it was intended to be used for choral masses throughout the year.30  
 
What Martinson actually uses is the Gloria in excelsis from the Mass in order to 

create the Gloria Patri section of the Incarnation setting.  He sets the opening section of the 

Magnificat text for soprano duet.  It is fairly common for composers to set the opening of 

the Magnificat for a soprano solo, soprano divisi or soprano and alto.  It is uncommon to 

have a duet between only two singers.  Martinson wrote this part with two specific 

sopranos in mind.  He states,  

So, at the time I was writing . . . this was my idea to make a duet – it’s sort of like the 
dueling Marys right?  Anyway, it’s the two Marys, and I did write a solo for the Nunc 
because I hadn’t ever done that before.  The reason was Jason and Monica Aubrey.  
Audrey Keenan Brown was the music secretary at Incarnation at the time and the 
other soprano section leader was Monica.  Jason and Monica were soon to be 
married, so it made sense to have him sing the beginning of the Nunc. So that’s why.  
Kevin [Clarke] had two great sopranos and the idea . . . I’ve never done that before 
so why don’t we try this? The trick of this musically is how to get the soprano and 
alto tutti to come into this duet texture and sound right and blended. That has 

                                                        
29 Martinson, Joel. 1997 Missa Puer Natus Est Nobis (Communion Service for the Incarnation). Portland: 
Trinitas 
30 Ibid. Performance notes 
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always been the tricky thing.  We finally got it at Transfiguration, but the altos really 
have to be seconds [sopranos].  And when they go up here they have to be equal 
sopranos.31 
 
In addition to the unique duet setting, the melodies of this setting show the frequent 

use of major or minor 7ths and major or minor 9ths in Martinson’s compositions.  At some 

times the sevenths occur between the voice parts and other times between voices and 

accompaniment.  There are times the sevenths only occur in the accompaniment. Ex. 5, mm. 

8 through 13, shows the sevenths as they occur between the opening duet voices, between 

voices and accompaniment and only in accompaniment.  

Example 5: Incarnation setting Magnificat, mm. 8-13.32 

                                                        
31 Joel Martinson, interview by author, September 2017. 
32 Martinson, Joel. 2000. Evening Service for the Incarnation. Reproduced with permission from Trinitas 
Publishing.   
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The Nunc dimittis portion of the service shows yet another way Martinson creates 

melodic material.  He alternates between homophonic writing and light counterpoint.  

There are no “fugues” in his work.  Rather, the imitation reflects his consistent variation on 

small themes.   In m. 23 the Gloria Patri begins in unison and then is treated 

homophonically in mm. 25 through 29 [Ex. 6(a)].  Measures 31 through 35 are an 

exception, because they represent the strictest melodic canon in all of the settings.  

Martinson cleverly varies the rhythm ever so slightly in the echo part [Ex. 6(b)]. 

Example 6: Incarnation setting.33 

(a) mm. 23-29 

                                                        
33 Martinson, Joel. 2000. Evening Service for the Incarnation. Reproduced with permission from Trinitas 
Publishing. 
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(b) mm. 31-36 
 

To close the movement Martinson again treats the text “world without end” in 

canon but this time between a double chorus of upper voices and lower voices.  An 

extended “Amen” coda, which borrows thematically from the “Puer Natus” mass brings the 

movement to a rousing close (Ex. 7). 

Example 7: Incarnation setting, Puer nátus chant opening.34 

The Plainsong theme actually is introduced first by the organ part (Ex. 8). 

Example 8: Incarnation setting, mm. 45-50 “Amen” coda.35 

                                                        
34 Martinson, Joel. 2000. Evening Service for the Incarnation. Reproduced with permission from Trinitas 
Publishing. 
35 Ibid. Reproduced with permission from Trinitas Publishing. 
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3.3 Harmony, Modality and Tonality 

Martinson has a unique way of playing with the sense of key by intermixing chords 

in both major and minor modes.  For example, major IV- minor v – major I, is a common 

chord progression. Along with frequent use of dissonances, modulations, quintal and 

quartal harmonies, these are just some factors which create the Martinson “sound.”  It 

distinguishes his music from other composers and adds freshness to the large catalog of 

Mag and Nunc settings.  Like an expert chef, he takes familiar ingredients and creates 

something new. 
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In the St. Mark’s setting, the first of Martinson’s four settings, clearly demonstrates 

two trends that mark his use of harmony.  First, he frequently changes tonal centers by 

using surprising pivot chords to modulate.  This results in unexpected arrivals. A second 

trend in Martinson’s music is the use of poly-chords or polytonality.  

On one hand the St. Mark’s setting is tonally very traditional.  For example, the piece 

begins in C major but in measure 27 the new tonal center is Eb.  By m. 35 the new tonal 

center is A major and in m. 41 the new arrival is E major.  The shifting to these mediant 

chords, which are related to C major is not at all unusual in modern music.  However, how 

Martinson arrives to each of these is truly unique.  For example, in mm. 24-27, the harmony 

changes from F major to Db flat to Ab flat to Eb flat.  The ear expects to proceed to Ab major 

in m. 28 but Martinson upends this expectation by making Eb the new tonal center (Ex. 9.). 

Example 9: St. Mark’s setting, mm. 24-27.36 

                                                        
36 Martinson, Joel. 1996. Evening Service for the Saint Mark’s School. Reproduced with permission from 
Paraclete Press. 
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Eb becomes new tonal center rather than the expected Ab major. 

 
For example, at m. 28 in the St. Mark’s setting, approximately the halfway point in 

the Magnificat, Martinson sets the text, “And his mercy is on them that fear him” in Eb-flat 

major.  There are three measures of Eb-flat major followed by Bb-flat minor in mm. 31-32 

on the words “fear him.”  This is a stunning example of text painting. F# minor follows in m. 

33 and E minor in m. 34 which finally arrives at A major in m. 35.  The result of these 

breath-taking changes is an outward harmonic expansion that also beautifully paints the 

text “throughout all generations.”  Even after the chorus stops singing the organ 

accompaniment continues to expand from A major in m. 35 to C major in m. 37 and finally 

arrives at the completely unexpected E major in m. 41 (Ex. 10). 
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Example 10: St. Mark’s setting, mm. 28-41.37 

                                                        
37 Martinson, Joel. 1996. Evening Service for the Saint Mark’s School. Reproduced with permission from 
Paraclete Press. 
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As previously mentioned, Martinson’s music makes use of poly-chords or 

polytonality.   When asked about his use of polytonality, Martinson responded,  

I can actually tell you about this kind of thing, the poly-chords or poly-harmony 
because this is of course early – not very long after my – I finished my masters in ’84 
and this was actually in ’86 I think and was published much later . . . Anyway, I can 
tell you that on my grad recital I had done one of the Pinkham movements, to talk 
about Pinkham, from Epiphanies, and that was a lot of poly-chords.38  
 

The opening section of “The Star in the East,” the first movement of Epiphanies, clearly 

shows that polychords are a dominant feature of the work (Ex. 11).  

Example 11: Opening section of “The Star in the East” from Epiphanies. 

 
Ex. 12 demonstrates how Martinson uses this technique in mm. 80-82 of the St. 

Mark’s setting.  The voice parts move in contrary motion to each other in m. 80 but also as a 

group they move in contrary motion to the left-hand keyboard part in mm. 81-82.  On their 

                                                        
38 Joel Martinson, interviewed by author, Nov. 2017 
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own, the voice parts in consonant parallel triads are easy to sing.  However, with the 

dissonant chords of the left hand of the accompaniment the singers are challenged to 

maintain the beautiful triads, creating a kind of harmonic tug-o-war. 

Example 12: Martinson’s St. Mark’s setting, mm. 80-82.39 

 
Continuing this trend, beginning in m. 87 Martinson begins one of the most 

adventurous harmonic passages in the St. Mark’s setting.  While the bass line descends in 

what seems to be an E natural minor scale, he breaks the pattern in m. 90.  The chords in m. 

90 (functioning as vi and v (minor) leading to C major.   Closing the piece in E major, a third 

relationship to C major, Martinson uses a similar pattern except this time VI-v (minor) to 

modulate to the final cadence.   He also provides a connecting motif beginning in m. 87 of 

the organ part (L. H.): the melody F#, G#, A, B is immediately repeated by all voices in m. 

                                                        
39 Martinson, Joel. 1996. Evening Service for the Saint Mark’s School. Reproduced with permission from 
Paraclete Press. 
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88.  This short but highly effective imitation helps to tie the shocking modulation together 

(Ex. 13). 

Example 13: St. Mark’s setting, mm. 87-93.40 

                                                        
40 Martinson, Joel. 1996. Evening Service for the Saint Mark’s School. Reproduced with permission from 
Paraclete Press. 
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The simple tune that opens the Nativity setting Magnificat is harmonized in a 

startling way.  After the first two pick-up notes, one might expect to arrive to a G minor 

chord or even C minor chord.  Instead, we hear a C major chord. The next four chords 

definitely grab the listener’s attention:  Gm in first inversion, Ab Maj. 7, Gm7 and finally an 

implied C chord, with D in the bass.  As the bass walks down from C, Bb, Ab and G, in m. 2-3, 

the next expected note is C.  Instead, note D in the bass functions as a V chord defies the 

expected root movement.  The mix of major and minor modes is a hallmark of Martinson’s 

compositions.  When the voices enter in m. 4 in echo to the organ introduction they are 

supported by G minor harmony (Ex. 14). 

Example 14: Nativity setting, mm. 1-5.41 

                                                        
41 Martinson, Joel. 2002.  Evening Service for Church of the Nativity. Reproduced with permission from 
Paraclete Press. 
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These opening ten notes also become the scaffolding for the entire setting. After first 

being repeated by the choir, the short theme it is used as an interlude, transposed up a fifth 

to G major.  Then, the theme is immediately repeated in the original key.  However, the 

cadence ends on Eb, rather than the previous C major or G minor (Ex. 15). 

Example 15: Nativity setting, mm. 10-16.42 

This sentence ending “lowliness of his handmaiden” with an open C and G in the alto 

and open G and D in the soprano.  Unlike the open chord that finishes the first phrase in m. 

10 with the notes D and A, this time there is the added note F that ends the oboe solo.  The 

result is three stacked fifths: F-C, C-G and G-D.  Ex. 16 shows this use of quintal harmony.   

                                                        
42 Martinson, Joel. 2002.  Evening Service for Church of the Nativity. Reproduced with permission from 
Paraclete Press. 
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Example 16: Nativity setting, m. 21.43  

Measure 20 (Ex. 17) also illustrates a device Martinson does not often use.  The intervals 

are shown going in contrary motion or in a mirrored fashion.  

Example 17: Nativity setting, intervals in mirror image, m. 20.44 

                                                        
43 Martinson, Joel. 2002.  Evening Service for Church of the Nativity. Reproduced with permission from 
Paraclete Press. 
44 Ibid. Reproduced with permission from Paraclete Press. 
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It is rare to see the intervals in such a symmetrical shape in Martinson’s writing. 

There is usually more in and out direction between the intervals, caused by the widening or 

shortening of interval size. The next phrase which is moved to the lower voices, “For 

behold from henceforth all generations shall call me blessed.” is a more typical treatment 

for Martinson.   Notice that this time that the word “blessed” which ends the phrase is set as 

a major triad, with an added 9th in the organ accompaniment.   The three-part harmony in 

the lower voices is extremely satisfying here (Ex. 18). 

Example 18: Nativity setting, tenor (treble clef) and Bass parts, mm. 23-25.45 

Martinson states, “In that case I’m big on contrary motion. So, they’re actually going 

somewhere.  I like the idea of 2nds becoming a 4th, 4th becoming a 6th, 2nds becoming a 3rd, 

becoming a 5th . . . in –out, in –out, in out.”46  The section ends homophonically on the text, 

“and holy is his Name.” This time C major is used on the word, “Name” (Ex. 19). 

                                                        
45 Martinson, Joel. 2002.  Evening Service for Church of the Nativity. Reproduced with permission from 
Paraclete Press. 
46 Composer interviewed by author. September 12, 2017 
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Example 19: Nativity setting, homophonic text and cadence in C major, mm. 29-32.47 

 
Measures 62-64 contain one of the most difficult passages in the vocal parts.  

Martinson requires the singers to sing a series of parallel 7th intervals that trade between 

the voice parts.  Also, the intervals alternate between minor and major sevenths, which 

requires very sensitive listening and tuning by the choir. This effort is made even more 

challenging by the fact that there are additional 7ths between the soprano voice and lowest 

voice in the organ (Ex. 20). 

                                                        
47 Martinson, Joel. 2002.  Evening Service for Church of the Nativity. Reproduced with permission from 
Paraclete Press. 
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Example 20: Nativity setting, mm. 62-64.48 

 
Martinson closes the Magnificat text with rapid imitation between lower and upper 

voices on the final text, “ . . . Abraham and his seed forever.” Harmonically, Martinson 

dazzles by working his familiar iv – v – I progression at cadences, in a fresh way. There is an 

extended iv chord (with passing v) over six beats, followed by a v chord for just one beat 

before the culminating Picardy chord. An incredible exclamation is made by the Ab to C or 

Le to Do movement in the pedal. Once again Martinson mixes both major and minor mode 

here with powerful effectiveness (Ex. 21). 

 

                                                        
48 Martinson, Joel. 2002.  Evening Service for Church of the Nativity. Reproduced with permission from 
Paraclete Press. 
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Example 21: Nativity setting, mm. 76-79.49 

                                                        
49 Martinson, Joel. 2002.  Evening Service for Church of the Nativity. Reproduced with permission from 
Paraclete Press. 
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3.4 Text and Meter 

A contemporary composer has the option of setting canticle texts from either the 

1979 Episcopal Book of Common Prayer or the 1662 Anglican Book of Common Prayer.  

Some persons choose to adapt the same music to both texts.  An example would be the 

Amarillo Canticles by David Ashley White. Martinson only uses the 1662 version of the 

texts.  With well over one hundred commissions, Martinson is well seasoned at setting texts 

for anthems, hymns and service music.   

In each of the four settings he draws upon mixed meters to aid in setting the text. 

Although mixing meters is a common tool of twentieth-century composers, Martinson 

meticulously changes meter to maximize strong-weak syllable stress.   

In the Incarnation Service, the text is treated with strong rhythmic accents to 

emphasize the action (Ex. 22). 

Example 22: Incarnation setting, Magnificat.50 

                                                        
50 Martinson, Joel. 2000. Evening Service for the Incarnation. Reproduced with permission from Trinitas 
Publishing. 
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By contrast the Nunc dimittis movements in both the St. Mark’s setting and 

Incarnation setting are less angular, and the meter changes aid in expressing the more 

reflective text (Ex. 23 and 24). 

Example 23: St. Mark’s setting Nunc dimittis, mm. 4-8.51 

 
Example 24: Incarnation setting, Nunc dimittis, mm. 1-4.52 

Martinson’s text setting is almost always syllabic.  There are no extended melismas 

in the four settings.  Measures 46-52 in the Nativity setting show this syllabic treatment 

(Ex. 25). 

                                                        
51 Martinson, Joel. 1996. Evening Service for the Saint Mark’s School. Reproduced with permission from 
Paraclete Press. 
52 Martinson, Joel. 2000. Evening Service for the Incarnation. Reproduced with permission from Trinitas 
Publishing. 
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Example 25: Magnificat text from the Nativity setting, mm. 46-52.53 

 
 

                                                        
53 Martinson, Joel. 2002. Evening Service for Church of the Nativity. Reproduced with permission from 
Paraclete Press. 
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3.5 Accompaniment 

Each of the four settings has a creative and complimentary organ accompaniment.  

They reflect Martinson’s expertise and experience as a concert organist.  The 

accompaniments and detailed registrations also display his sensitivity to the liturgical 

environment and the organ’s role to both support and enhance the worship experience.  

For example, Martinson’s second setting, The Evening Service for the Incarnation, opens 

sweetly in G major, with a soft organ accompaniment that immediately sets off a Chaconne 

pattern in the bass.  The hands are filling in harmonic parts on the manuals that support 

the bass pattern, with the chord progression: G, em, Cmaj7, am, D.  After four short 

measures a duet begins with first soprano and joined six measures later by a second 

soprano (Ex. 26, mm. 1-7). 

Example 26: Incarnation setting, opening Chaconne and vocal entrance.54 

                                                        
54 Martinson, Joel. 2000. Evening Service for the Incarnation. Reproduced with permission from Trinitas 
Publishing. 
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In contrast to the opening portion of the setting, the Gloria Patri is very energetic 

and exciting.  Martinson sets the stage with a waltzing rhythm in the accompaniment.  He 

then layers the vocal part above, including syncopations and hemiolas (Ex. 27). 

Example 27: Incarnation setting, mm. 67-73.55  

 
After the first phrase, the pedal part begins an ostinato, which increases the tension. 

The vocal parts enter three measures later in canon, the second part repeating on a half 

beat. The resulting syncopation and hemiolas is delightful (Ex. 28 and 29b). 

                                                        
55 Martinson, Joel. 2000. Evening Service for the Incarnation. Reproduced with permission from Trinitas 
Publishing. 
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Example 28: Incarnation setting, mm. 75-76, ostinato pattern in the pedal.56 

 
Example 29: Incarnation setting, mm. 77-80, vocal parts in canon above ostinato.57 

 
In the Transfiguration setting Magnificat, Martinson telegraphs the change in mood 

of the text with a very rhythmic ostinato in the accompaniment (Ex. 30).  

                                                        
56 Martinson, Joel. 2000. Evening Service for the Incarnation. Reproduced with permission from Trinitas 
Publishing. 
57 Ibid. Reproduced with permission from Trinitas Publishing. 
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Example 30: Transfiguration setting Magnificat, mm. 46-50.58 

To open the movement, he sets the stage with an exciting, but understated organ 

part (swell closed).  It is rhythmically vibrant and presents a technical challenge for the 

organist’s left hand (Ex. 31). 

Example 31: Transfiguration setting, mm. 1-6.59 

                                                        
58 Martinson, Joel. 2015. Evening Service for the Transfiguration. Reproduced with permission from Paraclete 
Press. 
59 Ibid. Reproduced with permission from Paraclete Press. 
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3.6 Registration  

The most important aspect to understand about the very specific registrations that 

Martinson details in the scores is that he adheres to an English model.  This means that at 

times the accompanist will encounter a registration calling for loud stops like trumpets and 

yet the dynamic marking is pianissimo.  In these instances, this means that the swell box is 

to be fully closed.60  In the Transfiguration setting, this occurs at m. 46 (Ex. 32). 

Example 32: Transfiguration setting, mm. 46-47 Organ Registration.61 

                                                        
60 It should be noted that the practice of using registration to indicate swell box position is also a French 
tradition. 
61 Martinson, Joel. 2015. Evening Service for the Transfiguration. Reproduced with permission from Paraclete 
Press. 
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A similar scenario occurs at the end of the Incarnation setting.  In m. 44 Martinson 

builds up the registration by adding mixtures.  However, in m. 48 he calls for the organ to 

diminuendo to pianissimo while the vocal parts are marked forte.  He simply means to 

completely close the swell box rather than changing to a registration with softer sounding 

stops (Ex. 33). 

Example 33: Incarnation setting, mm. 43-49.62 

                                                        
62 Martinson, Joel. 2000. Evening Service for the Incarnation. Reproduced with permission from Trinitas 
Publishing. 
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Evening Service for Church of the Nativity, the third setting by Martinson, employs a 

special organ registration.   He adds an oboe to the swell stops, which provides a different 

color than at the start of previous settings. Although the dynamic marking is piano, 

indicating that the swell box should be closed, the oboe adds more depth and firmness to 

the sound. Martinson confirms his approach to registration by saying, .” . . my indications 

follow the English convention in terms of dynamics indicating the position of the Swell 

box.”63  

The Nunc dimittis begins very quietly and reflectively, which follows the pattern of 

many previous composers. However, the movement features a flute solo on the Plain Chant 

melody “In Manus tuas – Into your hands, O Lord I commend my spirit.” a text from the 

Compline service (Ex. 34). 

Example 34: Nativity setting, mm. 1-4.64 

                                                        
63 It should be noted that the practice of using registration to indicate swell box position is also a French 
tradition. 
64 Martinson, Joel. 2002. Evening Service for Church of the Nativity. Reproduced with permission from 
Paraclete Press. 
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The listener who frequents Evensong will expect Martinson to return to the first 

Gloria Patri, from the Magnificat movement.  Martinson returns instead to the opening 

material for the Nunc dimittis.  Adding to the beauty and interest, he expertly layers the 

chant tune above the imitative vocal parts and features a flute solo (Ex. 35). 

Example 35: Nativity setting, mm. 24-26.65 

 
Finally, Martinson leads toward the culmination of the movement with a strong 

crescendo from the choir, which is emboldened by the tension created by the rising right 

hand octaves (and inner voices), the descending parallel 5ths in the left hand/pedal part of 

                                                        
65 Martinson, Joel. 2002. Evening Service for Church of the Nativity. Reproduced with permission from 
Paraclete Press. 
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the accompaniment, and the registration that grows from piano dynamic to fortissimo (Ex. 

36). 

Example 36: Nativity setting, mm. 32-35. 66 

                                                        
66 Martinson, Joel. 2002. Evening Service for Church of the Nativity. Reproduced with permission from 
Paraclete Press. 
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In m. 46 of the Transfiguration setting (Ex. 37), the organ begins a new rhythmic 

pattern.  The new registration, which again is very strong and stately, including Great and 

Swell reeds, perfectly sets up the text, “He hath showed strength with his arm.” 

Example 37: Transfiguration setting, mm. 46-48.67 

 
Martinson ends this setting in the most unexpected way yet.  The choir and organ 

build to a FF – fortissimo dynamic on the word “Amen.”  Then, while the organ is holding 

the final chord both the swell box is closed and louder stops are retired until only 

foundation and lighter reed stops are left.  This “fading way” is an interesting aural effect 

and unusual to hear in Evening Service settings.  Martinson is bringing the idea of 

“departing in peace” full circle to the end of the movement, rather than finishing with the 

bombastic “Amen” (Ex. 38). 

                                                        
67 Martinson, Joel. 2015. Evening Service for the Transfiguration. Reproduced with permission from Paraclete 
Press. 
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Example 38: Transfiguration setting, mm. 57-60.68  

                                                        
68 Martinson, Joel. 2015. Evening Service for the Transfiguration. Reproduced with permission from Paraclete 
Press. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

As previously stated, Joel Martinson was first inspired to set the Evening Service 

because of his close work with James Livengood, Jr. and the St. Mark’s School of Texas 

Choir.  His next three settings were the result of commissions.  Martinson highlights the 

import role commissions have played not only in his settings but also in the creation of a 

larger catalog of American settings.   He states, 

I think that’s where the American pieces have helped, because in some cases, I bet 
they were commissioned by churches that tended to do just British music and 
probably nothing much post-Howells – nothing that really is contemporary in spirit.  
I mean Howells is just a different language! It’s post-Romantic and it’s mid-
twentieth century, but it’s so different that what one would call “contemporary” in 
the way that Copland’s Organ Symphony still sounds.  It’s like “Oh, my God!” that’s as 
modern now as anything anyone plays except for . . . anyway I think it helped some 
churches branch out. It’s interesting to see who commissioned what and for what 
occasion.69 

Indeed, beginning in the 1980s the vast majority of American settings were 

commissioned to celebrate major church anniversaries, or the dedicated music ministries 

of directors or choirs or as a memorial for a beloved family member (see Appendix A).   The 

author asked Martinson if these commissions have created a path to the American 

experience of Evensong.  Martinson responded, 

I don’t know if I would use the term “a path to” . . . I think what we Americans write 
keeps the evensong tradition alive and changing.  If you look at the rep list of All 
Saints, Beverly Hills, or Bruce Neswick’s various cathedral positions – all the 
Evensongs he’s done or Dale Adelmann  (he isn’t on your list because he’s primarily 
a conductor and he’s done some nice arrangements of things) or even Richard 
Webster (he has written a lot of anthems but not a lot of Mag and Nuncs) and in 
Boston, where now they do lots of Evensongs – I think you’ll see a lot of British 
standard rep from that period- from the late Romantics who lived into the twentieth 
century thru Howells and some of the more challenging later works.  Then you’ll see 

69 Joel Martinson, interview by author, September 2017. 
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American settings that sometimes those same people have had a hand in creating. 
So, I don’t know if there’s a path that makes it more ours, more “Episcopal” – not just 
“Church of England in exile” over here – but it actually makes it more living. I think 
some of these folks who are organists and improvisers who are playing these 
services – their services, and the old services, and creative hymn playing – all of 
which enriches the evensong tradition to become more living and American. That 
would be my take on it. 
 
Martinson’s point is well taken.  America doesn’t have an Evensong tradition 

separate from England.  Many of the first music directors of prominent Episcopal churches 

like Saint Thomas Fifth Ave were in fact British. And, in recent history the late John Scott 

served as Director of Music at Saint Thomas. So even today, it is common to have British 

musicians serving American churches.  Yet, there are also many fine American musicians 

like Martinson, who are continuing the Anglican tradition with creativity and modern style.  

Another important point about commissions is that many settings have been 

created especially for the purpose of an American choir’s tour to English cathedrals – like 

Martinson’s Incarnation setting for the Episcopal Church of the Incarnation choir’s England 

tour in 2000.  The process of fundraising and rehearsing for a cathedral tour is now an 

important part of the music programs of many American churches and, of course, schools 

like St. Mark’s.  In addition to a first-hand historical experience and growth in camaraderie, 

there are exponential musical benefits.  When asked how these tours benefit his 

Transfiguration choir, Martinson stated,  

We were singing almost every day somewhere.  You had to look the part and you 
had to be ready.  We had different psalms everyday, but we didn’t do different 
services each time.  We started out with three Sunday services at St. Mary’s, 
Redcliffe, as we did this time, too.  So lot’s of different music in Morning Prayer that 
you one doesn’t normally sing, and we got to sing in these wonderful places!  The 
work toward that—whether you go to England or somewhere else—the rehearsals, 
and the camaraderie that happens by anything you have to do to fundraise, and then 
being together on the trip.  So, the preparation and some extra rehearsals already 
made a big difference before we left.  Already people were noticing improvement, 
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but when we came back everyone commented that the choir had jumped to a new 
level of excellence. 
 
As American choirs have toured England the past few decades, there has occurred 

the exchange of ideas about Evensong repertoire. An interest has developed in sharing 

material that British audiences have not heard before.  Scott Dettra, leading American 

authority on Anglican music and Director of Music at Episcopal Church of the Incarnation, 

Dallas, shared important insights about recent developments. 

So you know Priory did this series of Mag and Nunc discs of which there are around 
twenty discs all by different choirs. So, Gerre [Hancock] did this one of American 
Mag and Nuncs and there’s some that you don’t have on your list. To my knowledge, 
that’s the only recording that’s been made of American Mags and Nuncs.  Now we 
did . . . and this is indicative of the situation that you’re describing that we don’t 
really have this tradition compositionally of Evening Canticles.  You know the BBC 
Radio3 weekly Choral Evensong program? So we did an episode of that last year and 
my “hook” to the BBC was that we would do an all American program – all American 
music but the canticles would be the Howells Dallas Service.  So, that was the one bit 
of English music in it but otherwise everything else was American composers.  Not 
that I couldn’t make the whole program American.  Certainly, I could’ve chosen one 
of the settings on your list and done that.  I wanted to do the Howells Dallas Service 
and it doesn’t get done much over there.  So I thought, “well this is good, because it’s 
the one Howells setting written for an American institution and they don’t know it 
well over there – it’s not often done.  So, I’ll do that and it’ll sort of be the “hook” and 
the rest will be American music – and stuff that’s again not done over there.  So the 
radio audience will be hearing Evensong from and American church and a bunch of 
music that’s new to them. We recorded it last summer, summer of ’16 – June of 2016 
and it aired in April of this year.   
 
Dettra isn’t the only music director with an interest in promoting American settings.  

Dale Adelmann, former director of The Association of Anglican Musicians and Director of 

Music at St. Philip’s Cathedral in Atlanta, recorded American Canticle in 2017 (Gothic 

Records: G-49302). The recording features canticle settings by American composers: Craig 

Phillips, Roland Martin, Gerald Near, Larry King, Howard Helvey, Harold Friedell and Leo 

Sowerby.  
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In correspondences with various music directors over the past several months and 

through numerous conversations with fellow members at the 2018 convention of The 

Association of Anglican Musicians (San Antonio, TX), it is clear that only a very small 

number of American Evening Service settings are known and in regular use. Settings by 

Friedell, Sowerby, Wright, Near and Hogan tend to show up most often on music lists.  Due 

to limited rehearsal time, financial resources and the extra commitment for choristers, it is 

understandable that most churches only offer Evensong on a monthly or quarterly basis.  

Therefore, when it is offered, many directors find it easier to draw on familiar and 

cherished settings rather than searching out new ones. And for those churches like 

Incarnation, St. Philips, Saint Thomas, Grace Cathedral or the National Cathedral that offer 

Evensong on a more regular basis, more exploration and performance of American settings 

is needed. I suggest the works of Joel Martinson as a worthy starting place. He has 

contributed four Evening Service settings that will add greatly to any serious Anglican 

choral program in America or abroad. 
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A SELECTION OF AMERICAN EVENING SERVICE SETTINGS 1892-PRESENT
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INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT: JOEL MARTINSON
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September 12, 2017  
 
GG Well, thank you for meeting with me.  I’ve been very excited working through your 

pieces and I’ve been trying to ensure my scope is narrow enough for my ultimate 
goal. I think the Communion Service (for Church of the Incarnation) is too broad to 
be included in this project. 

 
JM Sure, and I have composed other mass settings, but I think it was good to give it to 

you because you know how the Evening Service (for the Incarnation) came about.  
 
GG It was very interesting to see how you drew upon material from the Communion 

Service for the Incarnation and created the Evening Service for the Incarnation.  As I 
start this journey I’ve been trying to wrap my head around both your works and 
several others that were unknown to me. There are both “serious” compositions and 
those I’d categorize as more contemporary or “pop” church music.  I was able to find 
some information about Gary Davison and several other settings, which you 
directed me toward in your email.  

 
JM Yes, from the email you sent you had compiled a list which included Gerald Near, 

Craig Philips and I had mentioned Gary (Davison). In the D. C. area he’s at an 
Episcopal church in the Potomac area.  I know that he’s gotten some commissions in 
that area and that people perform his settings.  There’s another one – Mt. St. Alban’s 
Service.  There’s also Gerald.  You know he was here in Dallas for a period of time?  

 
GG No, I wasn’t aware of that. 
 
JM Yes, Gerald’s St. Mark’s Service is for the St. Mark’s School of Texas, as was my 

setting. He became a friend of mine in the Spring of 1985, and we were very good 
friends in the mid to late 1980s. He moved here in ’84 I think.  He’s had some 
benefactors and was able to live where he liked. So he moved here and he was 
working at St. Mark’s just accompanying the Evensongs once a month. Later he was 
at St. Matthew’s Cathedral as Organist-Choirmaster. He played for the first St. Mark’s 
tour of England in 1986, and I was his assistant for the trip. Gerald played most of 
the services and I played some.  I know the most about Gerald of anyone on your list, 
but I’m also friends with others – especially David Ashley White. We’re doing the 
Helvey settings at the end of this year. They’re really sweet, and they must have a 
story; you can tell that by the dedications which are from two totally different times. 
Anyway, the year St. Mark’s School Choir first went to England [1986] we sang for a 
weekend at Gloucester Cathedral, and I’m pretty sure that we took Gerald’s St. 
Mark’s Service.  He accompanied it on that trip and in the early years and later I did 
because he was no longer playing at St. Mark’s School. I kind of took over his job. 
Once we got an organ at St. Rita in 1992, I didn’t play at St. Mark’s anymore, because 
I had my own place and concert series. I believe that Gerald’s St. John Service was 
written during the time I was at St. Mark’s.  So, even though it was for St. John’s 
College Choir, Cambridge and George Guest, we first performed it at St. Mark’s.  We 
also sang the Howells Dallas Service during those years. So, you know that exists? 
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GG Yes.  
 
JM Larry Palmer commissioned it for St. Luke’s Episcopal Church, Dallas. Looking at 

your list, does Craig Philips have just the one setting?  
 
GG I only found one. 
 
JM I know he has several Preces and Reponses, but I was trying to remember how many 

Mags and Nuncs he had. And isn’t it surprising that Gerre Hancock only has one, 
unpublished . . . and Friedell only wrote one.  I haven’t heard David’s (David Ashley 
White) Amarillo Canticles, but I do know that people do them. So they must be more 
higher end, more developed than a lot of his anthems. The St. Francis, I think Gary 
has more than that.  Have you been able to track him down?  

 
GG I haven’t been in touch with him yet.  
 
JM And Danny Pinkham, there’s no more than a Mag from him? It’s kind of surprising in 

Boston that he wouldn’t turn out more.  
I can find the Mt. St. Alban’s and I think it’s an American.  Let’s see if I have it (Joel searches 

files). Well, you’re not going to necessarily speak about all of these folks, but just 
knowing what’s out there. 

 
GG Well, I intend to provide a list in the appendix, a list of American settings. One of the 

things I’m trying to understand is what’s happening here in America, which is 
certainly influenced by English composers, but we seem to have our own creative 
approach to these settings.  I want to make the argument through this compilation 
of settings that there is an American tradition.  There are dissertations about 
individual American composers. For example Dan Locklair comes to mind as one 
someone’s written about. There’s a new fellow Pealy. He wrote a setting for the 
University of Tennessee, which was later orchestrated for the concert hall, which I 
thought was interesting; but no one has addressed the entire body of American 
settings.  

 
JM I found one by Callahan. Did you find one by Charlie?  
 
GG I know his name but didn’t find a setting by him. 
 
JM It’s called the Harvard Service.  I’ll bring it to you.  There’s someone named James 

Wallace, who wrote a setting for Peter Conte.  When you wrote you mentioned 
Paraclete Press.  That’s definitely the place to find Mags and Nuncs, not just 
American settings.  There’s Michael McCabe and David Hurd – you don’t have him on 
the list. 

 
GG You’re right, he’s not on the list. 
 
JM Lee Hoiby?  
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GG Yep, got it.  
 
JM Richard Baker? 
 
GG I believe he’s British. 
 
JM David Hogan – is he English or American?  
 
GG I don’t have him on the list. 
 
JM I know there’s more Davison because he did one for . . . Little Bear Press is his 

company.  David Hogan, I know this Mt. St. Alban and there’s another one - 
Washington.  And Lee Hoiby you have. That’s for Larry King so that would’ve been a 
long time ago. Interesting, it’s commissioned by Peter Fyfe of Christ Episcopal 
Church, Nashville, but written for Larry King.  Larry was at Trinity Wall Street.  

 
GG I came across a recording by Trinity Wall Street of Lee Hoiby’s compositions. 
 
JM I’ll keep the multiple copies and you can borrow these others. I’ll bet there’s more 

Mag and Nuncs around but they’re a hard sell. Generally, Paraclete publishes them 
because they know in their demographic there’s a need for it. 

 
GG Thank you for these copies. I’ll keep them very safe.  
 
JM It’s interesting if you look, the vast number of composers on your list are also 

organists. Who are, you know, in “The Biz.”  You have more of those, so maybe that’s 
why Danny Pinkham doesn’t have more full Mag and Nuncs because he worked for a 
Unitarian Church, that did quasi-Episcopal stuff, but they’re not going to sing 
Anglican Evensong. So that’s one thing I would say is interesting by looking at your 
list. There was Gerald, who I knew had written some settings, but generally we 
weren’t doing American settings of the Evening Service at St. Mark’s School, it was 
all English.  So for me, it was like, “I’ll see if I can write one.”  I think there’s probably 
some of that at play with these Mag and Nunc texts.  You have to have a good reason 
to set them.  In a way that’s true, because with anthems you’re dealing with 
thousands of texts. Here you’re dealing with only two for a specific purpose – 
Anglican Evensong.  Anyway, it’s like writing mass settings.  So, there’s something 
kind of specific about the Mags and Nuncs. Think of someone like Howells, who 
wrote at least half a dozen, at least,  for various places.  However, the ones that get 
done tend to be St. Paul’s and the Coll Reg. So you first have your choir learn those 
two and then you start branching out – Gloucester – and from there.  Another thing 
with this music – unless you have a choir that sings a lot of Evensongs in the course 
of a year, it takes a long time to go through even the top dozen [settings].  But if you 
have a situation where you have Evensong once a month during the term or you 
have one every week, then you go through a lot of settings and you’re looking for 
different things.  
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GG So, is it your St. Mark’s Service that was not commissioned?  
 
JM Yeah, that was for me a “let’s see if I can do it” thing.  I was thinking about that 

before you came.  I’m not sure how much history you’ll write about each [setting] 
but I can look up details. I think the Mag was worked on at two different times, but 
not years apart.  Is the year on there, at the end?   

 
GG No date.  
 
JM Well, I’ve got it. By the time my later Paraclete music was published they were 

usually good about putting on dates. So, I think I started the Mag in the winter and I 
know I was playing at St. Mark’s then. In 1987 when I went to Alaska, where my 
folks are, I remember working on the Nunc on the coast of Alaska and revisiting it 
when I had time.  I thought the Mag was in the winter of the same year and the Nunc 
was like the summer. I got the idea for the Mag from something we had done there 
or maybe Jim Livengood had some kind of undulating piece on the organ console I 
found. Anyway, I improvised on an undulating pattern and that turned into the 
beginning of the Magnificat.   Also, we hadn’t sung any big soli section to open a Mag, 
so that was another component  of this. Those are kind of rare.  Usually at the 
beginning of the Mag it might be a solo (one line) or it might be everybody.  And the 
Nuncs – sometimes this is solo or it might be the men.  In Gerald’s [setting for St. 
Mark’s School], there’s a male solo there, but at the beginning of the Mag, it’s trebles 
who divide kind of early. So that was part of the deal with my St. Mark’s Service. And 
then with the Nunc, we must have done a number of Nuncs like Gerald’s, and some 
others that had a male soloist, alone.  And I wasn’t familiar with that many, at that 
time, that had a cappella at all – where there was a big a-cappella section. So the idea 
of having the organ start and having the choir on its own – that’s where that came 
from – again, to try something different. The idea of setting up the Nativity Service 
and the Incarnation Service, that were, I think a year apart, played a lot in my 
thinking, in terms of “how can I make these different?” I’ve done this here, so not 
only a difference in musical theme , but also giving a different orchestration or 
something regarding the forces.  I always think of Nativity as being the second but I 
think it was Incarnation, the second, and Nativity, the third.  

 
GG Can we come back to the St. Mark’s Service for a moment.  I’ve tried to identify in 

your work several characteristics I think are unique and I wanted to ask you about 
an idea I see in your choral work but also your organ work. There are several poly-
harmonic treatments in both. Can you tell me about your use of dissonance for 
example in this case?  

 
JM I can actually tell you about this kind of thing, the polychords – because this setting 

is of course early and not very long after I finished my masters in ’84.  This was 
actually in ’86, I think, and was published much later.  Anyway, I can tell you that on 
my grad recital I had done one of the Pinkham movements from Epiphanies, and that 
had a lot of polychords.  
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GG So it was fresh on your mind?  
 
JM Kind of fresh.  In terms of moveable tonal centers and such, I was doing that from 

when I went to college and first studied composition.  So this polychordal thing was 
kind of from this approach. The St. Mark’s Service also has some jazzier sections. I 
liked that kind of thing since the first time I heard Bernstein, with the juxtaposition 
of 6/8 and ¾ or 5/8.  So American rhythms: like those from especially Bernstein, 
Copland, and later I got to know Barber. I love Barber’s harmonies and the Neo-
Classicists.  Some of the more jazzy things in my style I trace back to when I played 
[piano] in a stage band in Junior High, in 8th and 9th grade.  

 
GG Interesting!  
 
JM I really liked doing that and that’s where I got to know 9ths and 11ths and all that 

stuff.  So, in terms of harmonic conception those are different than polychords, but 
extended chords and added notes and all of that stuff are at the root of how complex 
my music sometimes can be – although I don’t know if these Evening Service 
settings are really as complex and layered as some of my big brass, organ and choir 
hymn settings like  “When Music Wakes My Sleeping Heart.”  That’s a layered 
texture idea.  So you have fairly big organ and you have the brass adding to that and 
you have descants. So you have a lot of stuff going on. I’ve been asked about that. 
Personally, what I think of angels singing in heaven is more that [complex sound] 
than Gregorian chant.  Nothing against how beautiful unison is.  And the idea of 
these parallel chords, not poly-chords, that’s probably has a chant background - 
generally.  

 
GG I found the St. Mark’s Service, certainly some sections of it, the most adventurous 

harmonically. 
 
JM One of the things about this is that it was composed at the piano or organ, probably 

some in my head but this is pre-Finale.  
 
GG I remember the days before Finale!  
 
JM Also, with this setting, I was younger, and although it all fits together, the music may 

be a little less-refined, but also more fresh because of that. But it was the pre-Finale 
aspect which is part of the reason it took so long to get published. I would really 
slave over my hand manuscript, first the original pencil, but I took great pride in my 
ink manuscript. When you had that done, then you had to start editing and adding 
hairpins and you can’t just spread the music out and so had to be extremely careful 
with everything or it all became a big mess. A lot of my compositions weren’t 
published as soon as they could’ve been, had they been taken, because I didn’t 
submit them, as they were missing the dynamic markings. 

 
GG The other thing that jumped out to me – when I came to Texas and started working 

for The Canterbury Episcopal School, I hadn’t come from an Episcopal background, I 
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had grown up Southern Baptist.  I had certainly visited Episcopal churches in Boston 
like Trinity (Copley Square) among others.  One of the really exciting things in the 
Episcopal world here in Dallas for me was visiting an Evensong at St. Mark’s. It was 
such an event for me because it was new to me and learning about their very long 
tradition of performing Evensongs was exciting.  However, even with their unique 
training your arrangement seems like it would be very challenging for the boys. 

 
JM When did you come to Dallas? 
 
GG In ’95. 
 
JM In those days – 1995 - St. Mark’s School Choir was generally composed of fully-paid 

men, and depending on how good the older boys were, they would sing too.  When I 
was in it, no one was paid, and the men were mostly church musicians.  Some of the 
men, the counter tenors/altos were often from St. Matthew’s where Jim had once 
been and Gerald now was.  And then a lot of us director-of-music types in various 
churches – mostly Episcopal, made up the rest. I don’t even know who else was even 
doing Evensongs in those days – no one much, Gerald even. They [St. Matthew’s 
Cathedral] weren’t even doing it occasionally. And Howard (Ross) up here 
(Transfiguration), once in a blue moon. It was kind of a low point. So, St. Mark’s was 
really it. We had lots of AGO folks who would come all the time.  It wasn’t just 
parents of the St. Mark’s boys, and there has always been church musicians who 
were interested and would just come. It was kind of “what are we going to see,” 
especially when Gerald was there because he was a great Anglican chant 
accompanist and improvisor.  We never played literature at the end of the service, 
we always had to improvise, so there was that moment.  

 
GG Why did you say you needed to improvise?  
 
JM That’s just what they did. If you go to England, they rarely improvise – other than 

getting the choir into the stalls at the beginning of a service -and for the postlude 
they usually play a real piece.  If you’re going to hear real literature at a service it’s 
usually at the end, especially at Evensong. So there, we improvised. But it was a real 
event – and not only for folks coming who were intrigued by the tradition – but 
because so many church musicians were in the group, it had a real following.  That 
was the deal with me.  That must’ve been my first experience with Howells because I 
went to a Lutheran college and was very mid-Western. I grew up away from all that 
in Oregon, but I grew up a Lutheran so getting introduced to these folks was new. I 
got introduced to Richard Proulx before I went to college and actually met him and 
liked his stuff, but in Lutheran circles at that time it was Paul Manz who was the 
“bees knees” which I liked at the time, but soon after that it became old school. So 
getting to know Gerald and being around the St. Mark’s tradition really introduced 
me to a lot of good things.  

 
GG That’s fascinating! 
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JM And [introduced me] to the Anglican tradition. This is a similar experience as other 
composers, like Craig Philips, I think he was Southern Baptist. So I learned the style 
of Anglican music from Stanford, I guess (S. S. Wesley didn’t write Evensongs) , from 
Wood and Stanford, thru Howells at that point to  Kenneth Leighton . . . Leighton’s 
music was really too hard to do with the boys at St. Mark’s.  So the more modern 
English pieces not so much.  And even then it was the mid-80s.  So even if it was 
from the 70’s it wasn’t very old. The music we sang tended to be from basically 1875 
to 1950. We did do the Friedell there, I believe and that’s definitely American – the 
way his rhythms are and I love – I think it’s a great service.  

 
GG That’s really great information. 
 
JM And you had asked about the commission.  I don’t remember if I had an invitation 

from Jim [Livengood] to write that the St. Mark’s Service. He probably said “If you 
ever write us something” we would sing it. During my time at St. Mark’s I would 
work out settings of hymns for Evensongs which resulted in a book published called 
the The St. Mark’s Organ Book. It was all settings of Episcopal hymns, published by H. 
W. Gray. It’s out of print. So I bet Jim actually made an invitation at some point.  

 
GG I’d be interested to learn more about your organ book!  
 
JM Sure, I’ll give you a copy.  
 
GG Can we stay on the topic of composition for a moment because there’s so many 

settings to compare and I want to be sure I’ve distilled your ideas about composing. 
Let me run a couple of ideas by you. One of the fascinating things that I found in 
your settings – not only in these but other pieces I’ve heard over the years – the idea 
of using either major or minor 2nds in close proximity.  One quick question about 
the solo here (opening of Incarnation Service), of course I heard the Transfiguration 
choir sing it at the end-of-the-season Evensong.  I love the major 7ths throughout 
here that are reminding me of the 1970’s. 

 
JM Yeah, the major-major 7ths.  It is very rare to find any actual or implied dominant 7th 

in my compositions. So, with this walking bass - up a 3rd, down a 5th, up a 3rd, down 
a 5th – so on and so forth, you get what could be real “trite,” but instead with the 7ths 
in there, it takes you away from being mundane.  So you always have a 7th and even 
when you arrive you’re really not. Then you’re going on to an A6/4 but not really 
because it’s really just a suspension going to here. You know I love suspensions!  

 
GG This reminded me of a Trio texture. 
 
JM Yeah, a little bit and the texture is very clean and clear.  In this case I can’t tell you 

what came first –the melody and then I made this [accompaniment], or vice versa.  
There’ve been times it happened either way – I guess I like pieces where the 
material in the introduction is totally integrated into the vocal material which 
follows. Generally in my stuff, nothing’s superfluous, so everything is integrated. So 
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the intro lays out something on which a melody can be layered upon. So you have 
the intro, but then the melody is put on top of it even though this had a fairly nice 
melody itself. That’s really what I did, though the introductory theme, kind of a 
chaconne, is altered as the piece goes on. But in this measure it’s exactly the same 
and the organ then goes to filling in some of the parts that are implied things aren’t 
there. So, it’s three voices but it has added a fourth. Does that make sense?  

 
GG Yes. 
 
JM And the reason for two sopranos here was – this is what I never remember – the 

next one is 2001? There should be a composition date in the back. 
 
GG I have the published date.  
 
JM Ok, this [the Communion Service for the Incarnation is ’97 because their [Church of 

the Incarnation’s] 100th anniversary was then. Here is my note about doing a 
crescendo.  I’ve got to find out. I think this one was second and this one was third, if 
this is ’97.  This was close to it and they both had a connection because the director 
of music at Nativity, Huntsville, Alabama was Jason Able. Do you know that name? 
He’s now at historic Christ Church, Alexandria.  Jason came to study with [Robert T.] 
Bob Anderson at SMU and then Bob was too sick to take him. So, he was with Larry 
[Palmer] but he was to be the last Anderson student.  Jason was organ scholar, 
maybe the even the first at Incarnation and this was while Kevin Clarke was still 
there.  Jason had worked for Kevin.  Not only are the churches named Nativity and 
Incarnation but they both commissioned me for different reasons (sort of).  This was 
in 2000 because the Mass was 1997.  This actually might be 1999 before, that’s 
where I think I get “goofed.”  The Mass is 1997 (Communion Service for the 
Incarnation), this came after – for their [England] tour (Evening Service for the 
Incarnation) that may be 1999. I can find that out. I just need to give you more info. 
So, at the time I was writing . . . this was my idea to make a duet – it’s sort of like the 
dueling Marys right?  

 
GG (raucous laughter) 
 
JM You know they start the same . . . the second one has the first entrance and it’s really 

a soprano two and then the first soprano enters. So, Megan, who’s normally a first 
(soprano) sang second here both times we did it.  Anyway, it’s the two Marys, and I 
did write a solo for the Nunc because I hadn’t ever done one before. The reason was 
Jason and Monica Awbrey – you know those names? 

 
GG Oh yes, I know Monica. 
 
JM Audrey Keenan Brown was the music secretary at Incarnation at the time and the 

other soprano section leader with Monica. Jason and Monica were soon to be 
married, so it made sense to have him sing the beginning of the Nunc. So that’s why. 
Kevin had two great sopranos and the idea . . . I’ve never done that before so why 
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don’t we try this. If it happens right – and this is the tricky thing performance wise – 
like you talked about that complex chord – I don’t really know what it was. It has an 
E and a G but it’s definitely not E major! The trick of this musically is how to get the 
Sorano and Alto tuttis to come into this duet texture and sound right and blended. 
That has always been the tricky thing. We finally got it at Transfiguration, but the 
altos really have to be seconds [sopranos]. And when they go up here they have to 
be equal sopranos.  

 
GG For the tape, we are looking at measure 19-20. 
 
JM Page 4, transition into measure 20 to do that. It starts out on manual only and no 

pedal till then. You’re ending on a complex chord. You’ve started on G (if you want to 
say, instead of saying in G) and there’s a bunch of E minor going around there and 
you end on the dominant of Em with no 3rd. And then you’re definitely in E minor.  
And what Scott Cantrell, [Incarnation member and music critic for the Dallas 
Morning News in those days] thought was so funny was using old-English 
pronunciation. I thought I would mess with the 1662 and that idea of Shakespearian 
English . . . “scatter-ed, scatter-ed, hath scatter-ed the proud.”  So it really brings out 
the rhythm like the St. Mark’s was but here it’s more repetition.  And usually in a 
Mag you don’t want too much repetition because the text is long enough! Actually 
one of the first times I met Gerald [Near] in ’85, was when Daniel Pinkham came 
here to introduce his Dallas Organ Book – you’ve probably never heard of it.  You 
know that? 

 
GG Yes, I’ve actually seen it – it’s in the UNT music library. 
 
JM It was an “Education Projects” undertaking by Dallas AGO. One of the things Danny 

Pinkham said was “as a composer, you have to have a very good reason to repeat 
text,” which is something I always think about when I do repetition – and something 
that obviously most of American church music these days hasn’t figured out.  

 
GG (chuckles) 
 
JM Anyway, so that’s what this service plays with a lot. The parallels in the text really 

come through on this one.  For the part “remembering your mercy” you’re 
magnifying God because of God’s grace or benefits and then here you’re 
“remembering” it by having the original motive come in.  So it’s all through here 
with this remembering.  That’s one thing that working generally with Finale and a 
keyboard where you can enter music in right there, that’s sort of a contrapuntal 
help. You can copy and paste it and change text and try it out.  There’s really no way, 
at least for me – I’m not a good enough improviser – to go through all of this and 
then write it all out by hand. So that [Finale] enabled my music to become in a way 
more complicated. And this is a pretty complicated organ part but it’s generally fun 
to play.  This is also one, I believe, the only one of the four to re-use the Gloria for the 
Nunc, which I have tended not to do. But they [Incarnation Choir] were taking it to 
England and I thought why not, when so many composers have done that? Then you 
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have the point at the end of the Nunc where the full-blown chant comes in Puer 
natus es nobis and it really is a thrill!  I’ve been able to hear both the Communion 
Service on Sunday morning and then the Evenings Service on Sunday afternoon at 
Evensong. We did this twice on the Transfiguration Choir’s 2016 tour: at St. Mary 
Redcliffe, Bristol, and Bristol Cathedral.  

 
JM And this was written after Incarnation got the Noack or re-did the organ [Aeolian-

Skinner], however you want to say it. I think I was able to go down and hear some of 
the new stops before I wrote the Communion Service. So, I already knew the big 
tuba – so I knew about the tuba in front and I used some of the other solo stops. It 
was also registered at the organ because at this point I was still at St. Rita with a 
two-manual instrument. So, when you start seeing three manual stuff . . . and you 
probably noticed that from all three settings that I’m really specific – more specific 
registration-wise than probably anybody else. However, my indications follow the 
English convention in terms of dynamics indicating the position of the Swell box. 
Wilhelm [my former organ scholar at Transfiguration] just didn’t understand and 
other people haven’t either. They look at your dynamic marking instead of looking 
at the registration. Well piano there doesn’t necessarily mean using piano stops on 
the Swell, it means your box is closed. I don’t think there are any organ works of 
mine that have a general dynamic indication for the registration – like the German 
romantic indicate, meaning how many stops are on. It’s always English - always 
Swell box in England. 

 
GG Thank you for clarifying this. One of the most exciting things about this, something I 

love and I’d like your feedback on it. Here’s a great example of the major 2nd’s I was 
talking about. It happens vocally as well but certainly there. 

 
JM In that case I’m big on contrary motion. So, they’re actually going somewhere, I like 

the idea of 2nds becoming a 4th,4th ,becoming a 6th. 2nds becoming a 3rd becoming a 
5th . . . in-out, in-out, in-out.  Even though I like parallelism, you have a lot of opposite 
movement going on with this. You have this ostinato and you think, Martinson, 
“what do you have going with all this pedal stuff?” but it’s actually pretty easy to 
play with one foot.  And then you have two parallels and then 4ths going to 3rds to a 
4th and a 5th but now you’re adding . . . so there might be some parallel motion but in 
the left hand while the right hand is making a jump. The left hand is out and in and 
that idea . . . I just finished a piece for us here [at Transfiguration]and it has got some 
things that are both a third relationship, which I do like third relationships but also 
it’s um . . . I was studying some improvisation – I was basically going to workshops – 
first with David Dahl, who’s now a long-time friend of mine, who was at Pacific 
Lutheran University in Washington state. He gave a workshop when I was in 7th 
grade, and that really was the beginning of my improvisation work.  And then one 
time in Dallas Susan Ferré did a workshop for the Dallas AGO. She [a student of Jean 
Langlais], of course was the French School, and spoke about the idea “salvation is 
only a half-step away” by going to unexpected places and I think that is also a mark 
of my music. And yet you’re still doing the same ostinato. I don’t know who that 
comes from and if that’s an American thing but the idea that . . . (Martinson plays 
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chords above ostinato on the piano) . . . when you have something going on in the 
bass with movement you can get away with more. Well, that was kind of like 
Vaughan Williams’ Let all the world, so it’s probably more of an English thing.  

 
GG Well the tension it builds is really wonderful! 
 
JM And then the swelling and coming back down – that can be challenging in a piece 

like this, I think –for the choir to do.  There’s also the canon – that would be 
somewhat typical of me doing some kind of lighter polyphony. That really brings a 
lot of tension, a lot of build up. It goes up and comes back down just a little bit on 
“world without end” and then finally out. 

 
GG That’s really helpful, thank you for that explanation. 
 
JM It goes first out to the F chord. Your F chord is more of the surprise that takes you to 

another surprise. You get one surprise after another.  
 
GG Oh, don’t think your descending whole-tone scale in the pedal got past me!  
 
JM I like doing that and driving to – in this case it drives to the D and then that takes 

you to G and I like that.  I remember using that kind of thing before: sometimes it 
goes up . . . if it goes up then everything has to go like this (moves hands in upward 
motion).  It’s more effective when you go down in the bass because then you can 
drive up in the treble. But using the whole-tone scale and a descending pattern to 
anchor it in, that goes back to my college composition teacher [Maurice Monhardt] – 
not that he said you need to use a whole-tone scale but it’s just how you work things 
out. The whole-tone scale throws you out of a tonal system or, at least, a real 
“Rameau tonal.”  Probably in notes I have at home - which I should give you copies 
of – I probably have notes about where I was going in the piece.  I know I do that 
most of the time, especially it’s a fugue, or something fugal, or something for the 
organ. So I have notes in that case about subject and answer, and what keys we are 
going in and how many measures to sort of lay out a scheme.  It doesn’t get laid out 
in the beginning, but it happens while I am working on a piece so that it all makes 
sense.  That was something my composition teacher was good about.  We’d play all 
our compositions for the other students on the piano – whatever it was for. We 
would look for a Schenkerian analysis to make sure you weren’t on some place too 
long . . . I don’t want to besmirch others, but I will! . . we once had this composer-in-
residence at the Dallas Symphony who obviously wrote what I call “Yellow Page” 
music, which is “let your fingers do the walking,” you know from that theme.  There 
was never any kind of analysis that asked, “where is this music going?”  It’s one 
thing if it’s Steve Reich and if it’s somewhere for 200 bars basically on C but with all 
sorts of interesting stuff going on, and it’s another if its something that’s sort of Post-
Romantic that just sits.  So he (my composition teacher) was good about asking us 
that question, and generally that’s part of where my arrivals will go [with some 
planned and intentional scheme.] They need to go and they need change. The whole 
rule with Bach is that generally when he’d repeat something, he might do something 
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one, two, three times but never the fourth – or the fourth would be changed and 
frequently even the third would have some kind of change.  Where does one’s ear 
tell you in Western music that we are going? Even with twentieth-century music, 
and certainly so much of what’s being written today, and especially around church is 
so conservative anyway, you should be able to analyze your own stuff, even if it’s 
poly-chords.  You should be able to know where you’re going and my music is 
always was moveable tonal centers, going somewhere. My teacher [Monhardt], was 
a student of Peter Mennin, that was his biggest influence I guess – who taught at 
Julliard. Like Walter Piston – they were Italians but they dropped the “i’s.”  It was 
Mennini and Pistoni.  They all dropped the “i’s” to avoid association with things 
foreign.  My teacher wrote that “dark” modern music like many in the 1950’s, but 
even he would say. . . like Pinkham about repetition . . . that you have to have a good 
reason not to start and end a piece on the same place/key. So if you begin a piece on 
C, generally you should end on C.  That’s probably more than you wanted to hear, 
but I do look at that and I look a lot about this – is it expanding? Is it contracting?  
What am I doing? (plays chords in contrary motion) That’s more of a Friedell and if 
it was in 6ths that’d be more Vaughan Williams . . .well maybe would be minor 7ths 
if it was Vaughan Williams.  

 
GG So in my own analysis of this. I get to places where there’s an extreme, maybe 

“surprising” is a better word, surprising modulation . . .  As long as we are here this 
raises a brief question about how you come to this and others come to this as 
organists. I’m curious, do you get feedback from organists finding the 
accompaniments are difficult? 

 
JM Well, generally, I have received that comment on other pieces, more extensive 

anthems.  In general, the music that I write, I don’t think it’s harder than it needs to 
be, but because of what I hear in my head and the complexity of it, I think that makes 
it harder in a way.  I do always admire – I’m kind at a loss in terms of what my 
building blocks are, but then they expand – but I admire pieces that are beautiful 
like the Duruflé Ubi Caritas – not that that’s so easy for the guys [divisi TB] either, 
but the idea is easy, you know Chant.  So I admire pieces like that and sometimes I 
wish I had written them. I have composed pieces that are very accessible, but 
generally not for my Mags and Nuncs, and as we’ve done them here 
(Transfiguration), I’ve never had to think particularly about the ability of the 
organists to play them.  Sometimes it’s just getting into the piece and practicing it 
some and you realize that’s doable.  The hardest thing is here [Incarnation Service] is 
that you have to kick the pedal every once in a while to build up in that section 
because it’s a crescendo line.  Some of that in the Gloria is a little rough, making the 
crescendo grow but my manual changes are pretty accessible. I would say that they 
are more challenging for an above average choir than for a proficient organist, but I 
don’t know.  My folks at Transfiguration now know my style well enough that they 
really do a good job at getting it.  As new people come in and join the choir, they just 
need a little time to get into that. Anybody tied up on sol-feg for sight-reading does 
not have a very easy time of it, as my tonal centers move often!. 
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GG So speaking of difficulty, the Nativity Service is a little easier. Is that because of the 
choir you were writing for?  

 
JM The Church of the Nativity had a good choir, but it was in Huntsville, Alabama. At the 

time I wrote for Incarnation, they already were one of the better choirs in Dallas . . . 
the only choir going to England every other year except for St. Mark’s School’s.  The 
reality is that this [Nativity Service] would’ve been a hard one to try to do at St. 
Mark’s even because of the boys and the fact that for the whole first section the 
sopranos and altos all have to be near each other and hence the alto is pretty high, 
which meant with male altos that would be a little “funky.” I don’t know that I even 
gave it to Jim.  Jim died in 2003 and that was published in 2000. So, he probably 
knew of it. That’s part of it. The Nativity is a tutti piece, and there are not any solos 
or solis in it at all. In fact the solo in the Gloria of the Nunc is really the organ.  And I 
based this on the “in manas tuas - into your hands I commend my spirit” . . . so the 
organ has from “into your hands oh lord I commend my spirit.”  So I’m using another 
piece from the liturgy that is for Compline that’s basically a similar theme.  Then I 
did use the 5th here partly as an homage (Martinson sings) to the Puer natus theme 
but that’s the only place it is.  The other thing is that the organ – this is kind of a 
strong, a “beefy” Mag – not the dueling Marys but everyone one together. It’s 
basically our souls that magnify the Lord. Rhythmically, this is similar to the St. 
Mark’s with the changing meter. Not necessarily in the first section but it’s a little 
more active. 

 
GG Here is a place I marked where you have the G against Ab and the Ab against the G. 
 
JM Yes and they’re with contrary motion, from dissonant-consonant, dissonant-

consonant. 
 
GG Page 10. 
 
JM And this goes to some different places and then modulates. This is tricky here.  And 

the guys here - the three upper voices against the bass “and the rich he hath sent 
empty away,” and all men really singing in the bass register. Going from the baritone 
register to bass and then everyone going down pretty low, and fading out to 
represent “sent empty away..”  And “he remembering his mercy” I think . . . it recalls 
another place. I just have to find it.  

 
GG So these places here remind me of kind of Renaissance cross relations. 
 
JM Yes, I love Renaissance music, especially late Renaissance, as well as early Baroque 

music.  Where you still might find open 5ths. I generally like to fill in 5ths. Here’s 
another thing (Martinson sings) the organ comes back in at a different tonal center, 
but basically showing that again. “He has filled the humble and meek” here’s a bit of 
that and we have the 2nds moving out to 4ths moving out to 7ths, actually moving in 
contrary motion, but each hand in contrary motion with itself.  So where you would 
have ended up with a parallel octave, it’s messed up enough so it doesn’t sound like 
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it. And there’s 7ths against 3rds, and 3rds against 4ths, that kind of thing. So its not 
polychordal or exactly polytonal, but it’s complex. 

 
GG It’s one of the things that makes you, you! 
 
JM That’s part of my signature! My more normal approach to the Mags and Nuncs – for 

the Gloria Patri at the end – is to use the main theme from each canticle to derive the 
material for its Gloria, as opposed to using the same for both.  Like I told you with 
the Incarnation, that was unusual, and of course that Gloria Patri was borrowed 
from the Gloria in excelsis from the Mass.  That’s why I did that and that’s why that 
happened.  So, this Mag [Nativity Service] goes right back in the same tonal center to 
what was the Gloria.  On page 13 goes back to what was on the first page of the Mag 
in Nativity. And the same thing – with the Nunc – the beginning of the Gloria is very 
similar to the choral opening.   And a little bit of recalling the Magnificat in the end of 
the Nunc. Using the material from the opening of the Nunc for the Gloria wasn’t a 
conscious decision to return to the procedure I used in the St. Mark’s Service. Here 
there is even a longer intro and longer times of being cappella.  And what’s tricky 
about this piece, even with a good choir, is keeping everything on pitch. The 
sopranos and tenors lay high, and with the organ solo up high and the descending 
notes in the bass, it’s pretty difficult. It shouldn’t be hard, but the choir really has to 
work a lot to make sure they stay on pitch. Some of the things that I think are nice 
effects are easier on paper than with people. And sometimes it’s not always the 
notes. You can see my markings.  So this does owe something to the first one [St. 
Mark’s] in some of the construction.  That’s why I think this is the third one but I will 
go double check.  A lot of water is under the bridge and it’s almost twenty years old!  

 
GG We’ve covered a lot of ground, which is really wonderful.  Having heard and played 

some of your organ works I drew some comparisons to your choral work.  “Tuba 
Tune” comes to mind.  Should I draw any relationship between what’s happening 
with these intervals in your organ works and what’s happening melodically in 
choral pieces?  

 
JM Yeah, I think you can.  I’m an organist and started piano early and sang as a kid. My 

dad was a singer. His father was a singer.  My mother sang and I think she must’ve 
had perfect pitch.  She didn’t have the greatest voice, but she can read anything! Her 
mother sang and directed choirs.  So, I had two grandparents who weren’t really 
singers, and two who passed on their musical genes to my parents.  My mom could 
probably read this and sing it right off with no problem.  For me, sight singing in 
college ruined my singing. We sang on numbers and that kind of ruined my sight 
singing.  But when I think of this piece [Tuba Tune] it’s all vocal. And then adding the 
4ths and changing – again, it’s using simple building blocks that then morph.  How 
do you vary it enough so it doesn’t get monotonous? How do you not vary it so much 
that it becomes “Yellow Pages: Let your fingers do the walking”? So, this is similar 
using the idea of pattern in the accompaniment (we’re on page 8 of Tuba Suite, 
measure 90) you’re going up a fourth, down a fifth, up a fourth, down a fifth . . . and 
in this case I do stay, I don’t go to Gb and pop us out into another far key - it’s a 
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diminished fifth. So, you basically have a melody, and then you have an 
accompaniment and you have a bass. So that’s a three-idea texture even though 
there’s multiple parts and that’s what makes it more complicated because it’s not a 
trio. You’ve actually got fourths in one hand and then a more dependent part, and 
later this part in contrary motion, which becomes a little more independent, but 
basically you’re harmonizing – the harmonies are built up in a three-part texture 
with parallels – if that makes sense.  Here’s this tuneful . . . sound of the horn that 
builds up before the solo comes in is very similar to the kind of ideas – a lightly 
contrapuntal way to build up voices into the texture.  Even this undulating part, 
even though it goes up, I hadn’t done it in a while at this point. You’ll find some 
places where it’s not quite a whole-tone going up but it’s a chromatic going up, 
taking us to different keys and then the jumps of the fourth.  Once you have two 
fourths in a row it’s basically taking you out of what would be a tonal thing – it 
makes it at least modal.   

 
 So, I will do that.  Again, I do it three times here and then there’s a major change.  

Then it’s a fifth, third and then a fifth and then a seventh and then we’re back to 
another place.  I think this merges the two themes at that point - yes. So you get a 
solo and then an accompaniment that (and now we’re really in trio texture because 
there no way you could play enough of those fourths – I think that was the deal. You 
haven’t said anything, but . . . I also often use changing meters –maybe there isn’t as 
much in these Evening Services as there are in my anthems – but there’s two’s and 
three’s, but there’s also duple and triplet as well.  Here, for example, there’s a triplet 
thrown in.  I don’t think of my organ music particularly detached from the choral. 
Especially if you’re looking at the accompanied works, say the Mag and Nuncs being 
a situation outside of Sunday morning where you’re not worried about time so you 
can make the organ parts . . . and there’s where yes, if you’re asking about 
complexity the organ parts are more like my solo organ music which means they’re 
harder than the average bear because most people’s aren’t.  But some of the ones on 
your list are.  

 
GG Yes, some of the organ parts are quite virtuosic. That’s partly why I wanted to ask 

you about the organ side of things because while many of the other American 
settings are more complex, they also fall into more conventional harmony than your 
Mag and Nuncs.  

 
JM You probably know this about me by now. I’ve written a lot of music and most of it 

church music. So, in order for us [the Transfiguration Choir] over the course of a 
year or several years to do some of my music, it ends up that we sing one of my 
Evening Services for an evensong.  I should say that it’s rare-ish that if it’s not one of 
my Mag and Nuncs than it probably is a Brit and it might be one of the more 
standard ones – like we said, one of that Howells or Sumsion, which we’re doing 
now, or one of the earlier ones, because if we’re doing three a year and I have four 
settings and we’re going to take two to England or something than we can’t do two 
of mine in one year - generally.  I have done Gerald’s (Near) St. Mark’s Service and 
have programmed Howard Helvey’s Evening Service in B-flat for the final Evensong 
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of the 2017-2018 season. We took one of Howard’s pieces to England and we sang 
his setting of the French tune “O Come Divine Messisah” for Lessons and Carols. 
We’ve done it a couple of times and that was fun. I’ve gotten to see his [Helvey’s] 
music really change. He didn’t grow up an Episcopalian, but now he’s in an Episcopal 
church and his music has become much more sophisticated - I’ve really have 
enjoyed it.  I haven’t done a lot of Craig’s (Phillips) – I’ve played some of his organ 
pieces. And Bruce Neswick, I’ve looked more at his Preces and Responses than that 
one Mag and Nunc. As I mentioned, we’ve done Gerald Near’s St. Mark’s Service, 
which I like a lot.  I can’t say I don’t like the St. John’s – and I really don’t know the 
other ones.  I have more emotional ties to it [St. Mark’s]than the St. John’s because, I 
sang in the choir when we initially did it with him at St. Mark’s School 

 
 I do program a number of choral works by other living Twentieth-Century 

Americans, but I tend to be very picky about what I choose, being both an organist 
and composer myself. So, if someone writes something like this for the organ, but 
obviously doesn’t know enough to not have a solo at the high end of the keyboard – 
they’re writing for the piano or the orchestra. Even though the organ can do some 
things an orchestra can, you can’t crescendo loud on a single high note with lots of 
voices in the accompaniment below.  So I look very closely at other peoples’ work. It 
has made me more finicky, so you don’t necessarily see in our library all of the other 
American settings (of the Mag and Nunc), but you do see many of those composers 
represented by other works – anthems, etc..  I had forgotten that Hoiby had written 
an Evening Service.  

 
GG I want to get your perspective whether my argument is a valid one . . . Have all of 

these composers combined created an American path to this wonderful Evensong 
tradition that we know? I think proving that in the context of a dissertation is a 
challenge.  

 
JM I don’t know if I would use the term “a path to” . . . I think what we Americans write 

keeps the evensong tradition alive and changing.  If you look at the rep list of All 
Saints, Beverly Hills, or Bruce Neswick’s various cathedral positions – all the 
Evensongs he’s done or Dale Adelmann  (he isn’t on your list because he’s primarily 
a conductor and he’s done some nice arrangements of things) or even Richard 
Webster (he has written a lot of anthems but not a lot of Mag and Nuncs) and in 
Boston, where now they do lots of Evensongs – I think you’ll see a lot of British 
standard rep from that period- from the late Romantics who lived into the twentieth 
century thru Howells and some of the more challenging later works.  Then you’ll see 
American settings that sometimes those same people have had a hand in creating. 
So, I don’t know if there’s a path that makes it more ours, more “Episcopal” – not just 
“Church of England in exile” over here – but it actually makes it more living. I think 
some of these folks who are organists and improvisers who are playing these 
services – their services, and the old services, and creative hymn-playing – all of that 
which enriches the evensong tradition to become more living and American. That 
would be my take on it.  In a way, I love the whole tradition, and it’s fun to explore 
the Howells you don’t know (up to a point) or the Stanford that isn’t the G or the C 
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settings.  I didn’t know his A Major Service and then I heard it at the AGO convention 
last year in Houston orchestrated, which he did himself!  It was lovely and I loved it.  
So I went back and revisited it and it didn’t quite do what I wanted in order to teach 
it to the choir here. Last year we really enjoyed learning the William Mathias 
Evening Service for Jesus College, which we had in our choir library.  We sang it for 
our big 60th Anniversary Celebration Evensong. It was the beginning of the 2016-
2017 season and we did music from all the decades the church had been in 
existence.  So, I found this in our library and I thought that was very strange.  
Howard (Ross) bought it and his choir couldn’t have done it and they couldn’t have 
sung it with our old organ [13-stop Aeolian-Skinner tracker organ voiced by Robert 
Sipe] – it would’ve been horrible!  So, I looked at it and it was fun. It was new and 
different and interesting! I think that’s where the American pieces have helped, 
because in some cases, I bet they were commissioned by churches that tended to do 
just British music and probably nothing much post-Howells – nothing that really is 
contemporary in spirit.  I mean Howells is just a different language! It’s post-
Romantic and it’s mid-twentieth century, but it’s so different that what one would 
call “contemporary” in the way that Copeland’s Organ Symphony still sounds.  It’s 
like “Oh, my God!” that’s as modern now as anything anyone plays except for . . . 
anyway I think it helped some churches branch out.  

 
 It’s interesting to see who commissioned what and for what occasion. Then it would 

be interesting to go back and go to them if they’re in the same place or just see what 
their tradition was. I know that other Gary Davison service was for a church in 
Georgetown that was not St. John’s – it’s another one.  I like to use place names for 
services like Howells did for his - for Church of the Incarnation or for Church of the 
Nativity.  So they became The Nativity Service, The St. Mark’s Service, The Incarnation 
Service and The Transfiguration Service. And yet, I didn’t mean for them to be 
typecast, meaning the Nativity and Incarnation services can only be used for 
evensongs on Christmas. I like having the multi-layered thing like using the quote 
from chant. That is something I do often and have done in other pieces – quotes 
from chants or hymns. It was obvious that I should quote the Transfiguration hymn 
in my piece. Originally, I thought I originally would publish it [myself through 
Kessler Park Press]. Then it was like – wait a second . . . since Paraclete owned my 
hymn it would be dumb to say, “can you give me permission to publish this?” 
They’re going to say, “Why don’t you give it to us?” So, then I sent it to them.  It goes 
with the multi-layer, multi-meaning thing. In none of these pieces though, unlike 
some of the things I’ve written, there’s no person’s name being spelled out in a 
musical alphabet.  

 
GG Well, that’s a lot to chew on and I’m so grateful for the insights you’ve provided 

today.  I have to turn in a topic proposal, but to graduate in December it’s an 
extremely fast turn around. I’m trying to narrow my topic as much as I can.  

 
JM The idea is . . .you’re not going to spend time analyzing the other pieces, but you 

want to put my evensong services in the context of late twentieth, early twenty-first 
century Mag and Nuncs.  
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GG That’s exactly the idea. 
 
JM Going into my four in depth, then putting them in context.  
 
GG Yes.  It may be enough to know that there have been influences upon your work like 

Pinkham, who’s one of our important American composer.  At this point, I can’t say 
there’s been an American movement.  I haven’t been attending AAM [Association of 
Anglican Musicians] or other conferences.  There certainly are relationships 
between you and several of the composers on my list. 

 
JM  There are - but not in a bad way - sometimes there’s “It” people and some church 

musicians have their favorites. It’s regional as well.  Martinson is here [in Dallas] 
and Kevin (Clarke) commissioned the Incarnation Service from me, and that was 
great.  There are personal relationships, people you admire, and all that.  Too many 
of us tend to follow certain composers down the road, rather than look across the 
spectrum.  I think it would be interesting to know what churches commissioned 
these services you have in your collection here.  There’s that odd thing about 
Nashville Cathedral (Christ Church) commissioning that setting by Lee Hoiby -- it’s 
dedicated to Larry King.  Why did they do that? Both the Fyfes are dead, so we can’t 
find out.   It’s not in memoriam Larry King.  I’m not sure when he died, but around 
this time Calvin Hampton died. Larry King died of AIDS, too.  So, I thought that Larry 
died earlier.  So you have this paradox. 

 
 You have this place like Church of the Incarnation, Dallas, and you have this 

connection to Incarnation where Jason Ables [Church of the Nativity] once worked. 
He had received some money and  . . . he got I think $2,000 . . . yes, and here I wrote 
this was actually 2000.  So, this was probably composed the same time as 
Incarnation’s Mag and Nunc.  So, because of that I know there was a conundrum in 
me with composing the settings for Nativity and Incarnation near the same time. 
What am I going to do? I’m not going to use the puer nobis chant all over the place.  
So, anyway . . . I think that’s plays into this too – the idea that churches that don’t do 
Evensong a lot, sometimes do them for special occasions. Sometimes there’s a 
special occasion for which they have money or they’ve been given some money – so 
they commission a Mag and Nunc or an anthem for it. There’s probably way more 
anthems commissioned than Evensong services. It would be great to say that this is 
a current in Episcopal church music or that there’s a movement in America to 
commission Americans for Episcopal Churches who do Evensongs. There has now 
grown up to be this concerted body of effort – like AAM commissioning that – I’m 
trying to think, I may just be missing the boat . . . As much as there’s always an 
Evensong, if not more than one at an AAM, I’m not sure I’ve heard a lot of Mag and 
Nunc commissions. I think there’s been more like congregational Eucharist 
commissions or anthem or something like that.  

 
GG So, commissions aren’t even coming from . . .  
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JM . . . not from “on high.”  I have all of the AAM conference books I attended.  So, I think 
it would be harder to make that case.  If you wanted to go into that more, that’s a 
bigger subject. What you’ve got on your iPad is more of a select list, rather than a 
complete survey.  

 
GG Oh yes, there’s more than enough to write about, but because there’s such a small 

circle of churches doing Evensongs I just feel the need to again find a context. I don’t 
have to keep going the same direction I was headed. I think it’s ill advised to try and 
tie all of these composers into some kind of framework.  

 
JM Even in a way with the St. Mark’s, I do think Jim said, “will you [write a service for 

us]. . . I never wrote the word “commissioned,” no money ever changed hands, but I 
would say the majority of these works . . . someone doesn’t just write for the fun of 
it. . . especially someone like Hoiby. Gerald (Near) had some “ins” with important 
people, and then, of course, it looks really great if you say “for George Guest” when 
you give it to him. They were friendly and so then George did have the St. John’s 
Choir, Cambridge, sing the piece, but I’m fairly certain Gerald didn’t get any money 
for it. Generally, these commissions are created for a special occasion, for a special 
service, which is Evensong.  So, I think that’s allowed – the fact that it’s not done 
everywhere – but there’s probably one church in every major metropolitan area – 
no I can’t say that - that does Evensong all the time because they don’t.  I’m sure they 
don’t.  It would be interesting the spend half a day on the computer and look up 
some of the big places where composers like Neswick, Webster, Phillips, here 
[Transfiguration]– you know we’re doing three this year – and just see what 
numbers are like and who’s singing Evensongs each week, or week of the school 
year, because there are not that many churches who do.  And Incarnation, that one 
of the things I guess Kevin (Clarke) wanted to do.  He decided to do that but that’s a 
big endeavor.  

 
GG It’s a big endeavor and it’s very expensive! 
 
JM It’s very expensive and it sure puts it out of the reach of volunteer choirs without a 

good percentage of paid singers. And the paid, it’s a lot on them.  It’s a lot on 
everybody!  

 
GG I was looking at St. Paul’s, K Street in D. C.  
 
JM And they do it all the time. 
 
GG They advertise it being offered all year! 
 
JM And their Evensongs – it’s different and I didn’t realize this for the longest time – the 

men and boys choir sing evensongs each Sunday, but in the morning it’s sort of a 
parish choir and pretty professional men and women.  A number of these churches 
maintain the men and boy tradition or children and men fairly strictly.  My organ 
scholar, Nicholas Halbert, who just started an MM at SMU, sang in the choir at St. 
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Paul’s Cathedral, San Diego; from the age of 8. They sing evensongs all the time, even 
in the summer, with boys and men, girls and men, or the men alone.  He grew up 
with a similar experience as to how one would in England: he began as a boy 
chorister; when his voice changed he sang alto; and then sang as a young adult; he 
started being organ scholar in high school; and then went off to college and graduate 
school. Now he’s here. When he was at home in summers he sings there. So, he’s 
experienced all aspects of the tradition, even conducting from time to time. I don’t 
know where you find that here . . . I mean that just doesn’t happen.  And you can 
imagine how wonderful that will be for us because we can talk the same language.  
So, I know St. Paul’s does. In San Francisco, that’s Grace Cathedral and that’s men 
and boys all the time.  Seattle, I don’t think anywhere.  St. Mark’s does compline.  In 
Portland, where Bruce Neswick is, is only some of the time.  I know Minneapolis – 
not.  Incarnation here.  There’s no where in Houston, I don’t think. It’s probably once 
a month.  Every week places are rare. 

 
GG I came across something, perhaps a journal article about an English organist who 

visited Dallas.  He visited Incarnation and wanted to find an organ to play in Dallas. 
He complains about the lack of available organs to play. This was around the time 
someone retired and there was an Evensong in his honor – the name is escaping me 
at the moment – but he referred to a boy’s choir at Incarnation.  

 
JM In the old, old days . . . 
 
GG I was curious if you knew anything about that. 
 
JM That was never during my time here in Dallas [1981 to the present]. A guy named 

Russell Brydon was at Incarnation for one million years! I don’t know if he had a 
boy’s choir way back. Way back before WWII a real competition was between St. 
Matthew’s, that had a men and boy’s choir and Incarnation.  St. Matthew’s being 
very high and Incarnation being snake-belly low, which they always were before 
Kevin got there and the rector who hired him and he changed a number of things. 

 
GG I didn’t realize how influential Kevin was during his time. 
 
JM I think it was the rector who hired him and they were on the same page.  Together 

they went to every Sunday Eucharist and that became the rule. It was also 
considered very high church to do concerted settings of the mass, choral settings or 
what I would call a Choral Eucharist.  Down there they were probably singing the 
Willan congregational setting every week, every Sunday of the year.  Kevin was able 
to sing Choral Eucharists.  Things were able to move ahead but there were times 
when there were some backlashes that were a bit too public, especially under the 
rector who replaced this guy – so two rectors ago. It was really hard on Kevin 
because they would have these sort of open meetings after church – “well what do 
you think of that?” Not the Vestry, we’re just talking about people, which you just 
don’t ever do – it’s bad! Dallas was more on the map for the choir of St. Mark’s 
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School of Texas during that era.  I think people knew Gerald was here but it’s 
amazing the people who don’t know anything about Gerald Near to this day. 

 
GG Even I didn’t know he was at St. Mark’s until this project.  
 
JM He has become known by his organ settings of chant published by his Aureole 

publications and carried by Morning Star.  He was greatly involved with Paraclete 
Press and the Community of Jesus before that.  They were handling his Aureole 
things.  So, even though the AAM group is pretty close knit, there’s some important 
people like the director of music and assistant at St. Paul’s Cathedral in San Diego 
who don’t go to AAM.  

 
GG To wrap up our time, what effect has the trips to England had on your choir? What 

does the choir bring back?  
 
JM You went with . . . 
 
GG St. Mark’s, Berkeley.  
 
JM St. Mark’s and my friends out there: George Emblom and Jonathan Dimmock. Similar 

things happened both times for our trips.  The first time we went as though we were 
really doing a tour.  We didn’t use the word “pilgrimage,” but it really was like a 
pilgrimage.  We were going to end up in London where our sister organ is – 
Richards, Fowkes & Co.’s Op. 18 at St. George’s, Hanover Square, and be there for 
that Sunday. So we had that reason and we had some other reasons to go. So, we 
sang Evensong (what they call “dumb day replacements” – that’s what they call it) 
when the choir in residence for the week was off.  We did that and saw some sites 
and various musical stuff.  We were singing almost every day somewhere.  You had 
to look the part and you had to be ready.  We had different psalms everyday, but we 
didn’t do different services each time.  We started out with three Sunday services at 
St. Mary’s, Redcliffe, as we did this time, too.  So lot’s of different music in Morning 
Prayer that you one doesn’t normally sing, and we got to sing in these wonderful 
places!  The work toward that - whether you go to England or somewhere else - the 
rehearsals, and the camaraderie that happens by anything you have to do to 
fundraise, and then being together on the trip.  So, the preparation and some extra 
rehearsals already made a big difference before we left.  Already people were 
noticing improvement, but when we came back everyone commented that the choir 
had jumped to a new level of excellence. 
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Director of Music  
Episcopal Church of the Incarnation 
September 14, 2017  
 
SD So, American Canticle . . . 
 
GG Do you know this recording?  It was released in 2017 but was recorded in 2016. 
 
SD I don’t have it but Roger played some of it for me the last time I saw him.  
 
GG They made some interesting choices.  Unfortunately, Dale [Adelmann] is on 

sabbatical so I don’t have access to him to ask questions.  
 
SD Do you know what Dale is doing on Sabbatical?  
 
GG No, when I reached out I just got an auto-reply saying he was out till November.  
 
GG So, I compiled a short list of people I could find and my hope today is just to get your 

feedback.  I had wanted to have a conversation with you anyway as a fellow 
Episcopal music director in town.  Things are always so busy with school and there 
hasn’t been time to sit down with you previously, but I really appreciate this 
opportunity to spend some time with you now. 

 
SD You do know about that [Gerre Hancock Mag & Nunc setting]! 
 
GG Yes, Bruce Neswick told me about that. 
 
SD I thought I was the only person who knew about that! 
 
GG Is it possible to get access to the score? Maybe you could point me in the right 

direction? 
 
SD (nods affirmatively)  
 
GG Initially, I thought there might be a case made for an American take on Evensong.  

However, it doesn’t seem that we have a real “tradition” of Evensong.  What I 
gleaned and what Joel confirmed as a possible avenue to pursue is the fact that we 
do have a history of commissioning Evening Service settings for special occasions, 
memorials etc . . . That could be much larger book and more than I want to get into 
for the dissertation.  However, putting Joel’s works into some kind of context is 
necessary.  Have you all performed any of his settings since you’ve been here at 
Incarnation?  

 
SD No, we haven’t done it and I see from the copy that he wrote it for one of the tours 

back in 2000. 
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GG You’ve been at this work of Evensong and in the Episcopal world for so long, and 
now been in Dallas for a while.  I came to Dallas in ’95. I should tell you a little about 
my background.  I grew up in Maryland right outside of D. C. and was born at 
Andrew’s AFB.  My first exposure to the Episcopal Church was a fieldtrip to The 
National Cathedral - brass rubbings and everything!  That was the end of my 
exposure to the Episcopal world until I was in college and visited churches in the 
Boston area – Trinity, Copley Square and others. 

 
SD Church of the Advent, I hope. 
 
GG Yes, I did get to hear some programs there.  When I came to Dallas and finished a 

master’s degree in voice performance at Southwestern Baptist Theological 
Seminary, I began teaching elementary music at the Canterbury Episcopal School in 
South Dallas. Then for eight years, I was the high school music person for Parish 
Episcopal School before coming to UNT to complete this degree.  

 
SD Ok, great.  
 
GG So here in Dallas, I’ve been fully integrated with the Independent school side as well 

as the Parish side of the Episcopal “scene.”  One of the “must-do” things when I 
started teaching was to visit St. Mark’s School of Texas for their monthly Evensong.  
I don’t know how things are now but at the time it was a real event.  Joel and I had 
some great reminisces about those years and his involvement, which was much 
more than I realized before I came to the area.  I’ve been saddened by the lack of 
churches that are doing a weekly Evensong like you all, but even on a monthly basis 
it just seems to be a smaller and smaller number.  

 
SD Yes. 
 
GG So, I don’t know what to make of what’s happening in American churches.  However, 

since we do have this history of commissions, I think it creates a body of work that is 
rather significant when taken as a whole.  Going all way from Friedell to now it’s a 
nice grouping of material but I wouldn’t call it a “tradition.” 

 
SD Compositionally? 
 
GG What are your thoughts on this?  
 
SD That’s the thing – that it’s difficult to come up with a list. Do you have Conrad Suza 

and Gunther Schuller?  
 
GG I don’t! 
 
SD There is a disk, which I may be able to find.  BTW, Gary Davison has more than 

what’s here on your list: St. Kilda and others by him.  He has a website and they’re 
probably all on there. (searches for compact disk)  So you know Priory did this 
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series of Mag and Nunc discs of which there are around twenty discs all by different 
choirs. So, Gerre did this one of American Mag and Nuncs and there’s some that you 
don’t have on your list.  

 
GG Thank you.  I don’t recall if this recording is on iTunes.   
 
SD To my knowledge, that’s the only recording that’s been made of American Mags and 

Nuncs.  Now we did . . . and this is indicative of the situation that you’re describing 
that we don’t really have this tradition compositionally of Evening Canticles.  You 
know the BBC Radio3 weekly Choral Evensong program?  

 
GG Yes, very well. 
 
SD So we did an episode of that last year and my “hook” to the BBC was that we would 

do an all American program – all American music but the canticles would be the 
Howells Dallas Service.  So, that was the one bit of English music in it but otherwise 
everything else was American composers.  Not that I couldn’t made the whole 
program American.  Certainly, I could’ve chosen one of the settings on your list and 
done that. 

 
 I wanted to do the Howells Dallas Service and it doesn’t get done much over there.  

So I thought, “well this is good, because it’s the one Howells setting written for an 
American institution and they don’t know it well over there – it’s not often done.  So, 
I’ll do that and it’ll sort of be the “hook” and the rest will be American music – and 
stuff that’s again not done over there.  So the radio audience will be hearing 
Evensong from and American church and a bunch of music that’s new to them.  

 
GG When did you make the recording?  
 
SD We recorded it last summer, summer of ’16 – June of 2016 and it aired in April of 

this year.  So, the archive was available on their website for thirty days but is no 
longer available but we are producing it now as a CD. Sort of American Evensong but 
with the Howells service. 

 
GG That’s really fascinating and exciting. 
 
SD I just bring this up because that was sort of the easy way to do it because there isn’t 

you know . . . I mean you have a longish list, that’s pretty much “the” list.  And on 
that list there are things of varying quality. 

 
GG Exactly!  
 
(good chuckle shared) 
 
SD So when I thought, maybe I’ll pitch an American service to the BBC . . . if it hadn’t 

been for the Dallas Canticles and we are a Dallas church, I probably would’ve done 
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some American Canticles but it’s not easy to come up with these great canticles. I 
mean, Friedell in F – I’m fond of that service but it’s not at the top of my list of great 
settings. Sowerby in D, I’m fond of it more than E minor. Again, it’s a good setting 
but it’s not at the top of my list whereas in this case the Howell’s Dallas is a good 
piece that’s not done very often even over there.  In fact the new – I guess we can 
still call him the new Rector at Saint Thomas Fifth Ave, had been Precentor at Exeter 
Cathedral.  So, you know being Precentor he knows all the choral repertoire and all 
of that.  When he came to New York two years ago and was reviewing one of the 
music lists his first year and it said the Howells Dallas Service, he wrote back to the 
music department and saying, “Ha, ha, very funny!” He thought they had put it on 
there as a joke!  

 
GG Oh – ok!  That IS funny!  Interesting! 
 
SD He didn’t even know that there was a Howells Dallas Service!  A Precentor at an 

English Cathedral – that’s how rarely that’s done. 
Yeah, it’s much easier to come up with good American anthems, which is how when 
I put that Evensong program together – ok, Howells Canticles but Bruce’s [Neswick] 
responses, American Anglican Chants, two American anthems to fill out the hour-
long radio program and an American introit.  So, we used three bits of choral music 
plus responses and so forth.  It’s much easier certainly to come up with American 
anthems than American canticles – which speaks to your point. We don’t have that 
tradition here – compositionally. Now that I know why . . .I thought “he’s gonna 
come it and I’m gonna tell him that there’s a setting by Gerre Hancock that nobody 
knows about and you have it on there!  

 
(Laughter) 

 
 Of course Bruce [Neswick] would’ve known. But interesting about that – Saint 

Thomas [Fifth Ave] doesn’t have that.  
 
GG Oh really?  
 
SD So, when I was in Washington.  Washington only has it in manuscript and it’s very 

difficult to read – with type written . . .  
 
GG (looking at manuscript) oh heavens! 
 
SD In the Washington choir the men would come in an hour before the service each day 

and see this music for the first time.  So you’re standing there an hour before the 
service and wondering what the **** words do I sing there? This piece was always 
difficult to cause it’s hard to read on the page.  So, I called up Saint Thomas and 
asked “has anyone ever put this piece into Finale or anything ‘cause we do this piece 
it’s really difficult to read.”  And they said, “we don’t have that in our library.”  I think 
the only place it exists is in Washington.  Gerre wrote it for Paul Callaway at 
Washington and they told me at Saint Thomas they don’t have it. So, I’m assuming 
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the only place this exists is at the Washington Cathedral.  I can get a copy to you, if 
you want. 

 
GG That would be really wonderful.  I’m trying to collect everything I can get my hands 

on. 
 
SD I would also say that having done it at Washington, it’s not a piece of music. It falls 

under the category of yes, “Uncle Gerre” wrote one set of Evening Canticles. His 
anthems you know particularly Judge Eternal which everyone does, although choirs 
hate to sing it, I think compositionally Judge Eternal is a good piece. The attraction 
for me is there’s a set of canticles by Gerre Hancock that no one knows about. That’s 
more of the attraction because it’s not a masterpiece. What Gerald Near is on your 
list? Do you have the Princeton Service? That one’s not as well known as some of the 
others.  

 
GG Yes, Joel gave me that one.  I have four altogether: St. Mark’s, St. John, Princeton and 

another untitled.  
 
SD Isn’t there one on Plainsong Themes?  That’s the St. Mark’s.  
 
GG Correct. There was someone you mentioned a few minutes ago I didn’t know. 
 
SD The Susa? Yes they’re on the disc [Priory].  The only one I’ve done is the Fridell.  In 

fact, I want to look up the Searle Wright because he was one of my teachers. There’s 
a family connection there. And the Sowerby in D - of course I’ve done that one but 
the others I haven’t done.  I don’t know if others on here are published or if they just 
exist in the Saint Thomas library.  

 
GG Right, since they would’ve had access to them to make the recording. Longer term 

do you think it would be profitable to write Saint Thomas or The Washington 
Cathedral to see if there are others settings that are unpublished in their libraries?  

 
SD Yeah, I think it’s worth it, in that as the only two institutions in America that sing 

daily Evensong. Grace in San Francisco has one or two weekday Choral Evensongs. 
Fifth Ave and Washington are the only two doing five Choral Evensongs a week – 
four and five.   

 
GG Wow, I didn’t realize that Washington was doing that.  
 
SD They probably are the most complete libraries . . . you don’t have to write to 

Washington. I have the Washington music library.  I have a copy because I worked 
there.  I don’t recall other American canticles that are unpublished but we did it may 
have been a treble service.  We did a Dirksen [Richard Wayne] service.  There’s a 
whole bunch of Dirksen music in the Washington library that was not published or it 
was once published and is now out of print.  And the Cathedral archives, which are 
up the road in Maryland have all of his library, all of his manuscripts and stuff that 
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wasn’t published, and wasn’t even in the library.  So, there’s definitely a Dirksen 
Service to add to your list. (Scott searches for Excel version of the Washington Music 
Library).  There’s a tab with just the canticles so it’s easy to access and answer your 
question.  

 
 Ok, this is exactly what we want. There’s a tab for treble canticles, a tab men’s 

canticles, and a separate tab for SATB canticles.  Gary Davison Santa Fe Canticles. 
Yes, Richard Wayne Dirksen – Mag and Nunc in F# minor.  Are you just interested in 
SATB? 

 
GG I’d be interested in anything that’s available.  
 
SD I believe that Gary Davison self publishes so that should be easy. If I recall correctly, 

the Richard Wayne Dirksen in F# minor is a manuscript and I don’t have a copy of 
that here.  

 
GG His settings are in the archive in Maryland?  
 
SD This setting is the library at Washington or it wouldn’t be in this file  
 
GG Got it. 
 
SD All of his papers are in the archive in Maryland.  So, there were some really obscure 

Dirksen things that we didn’t have in the library but surely they would’ve been in 
the library because Dirksen would’ve done them there.  Dan Gawthrop Mag and 
Nunc setting? I don’t recall that. 

 
GG I’ve seen his name on one of my other recordings.  
 
SD Dan is a local Washington guy. Here’s the Washington Organ Book.  
 This was ’92. 
 
GG That’s why I’ve seen his name. It’s on the cover of several CDs. 
 
SD I don’t know him but they put this out in ’92.  Let me see if there’s more on the list.  

Oh right, David Hogan – you don’t have Hogan do you? So, he has a Washington 
Service, which was originally written for trebles and then was published in an SATB 
arrangement which we have in our library. We have two of them.  Unfortunately, 
David Hogan was on TWA 800, the one that blew up over Long Island about twenty 
years ago. So he died in that plane crash. 

 
GG Wow. 
 
SD So the Washington Service was written as a treble setting and perhaps never 

published as the treble setting.  Sometimes its difficult for me to say for sure . . . I’m 
primarily saying the original treble version wasn’t ever published because we did it 
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quite frequently in Washington but read from the manuscript.  It could be that he 
wrote it for the Cathedral so the manuscript version was in the library.  It’s possible 
that it was later published but we didn’t buy it because we had the manuscript 
version.  There’s an SATB version and treble only version.  There’s also the Mount St. 
Alban Service here – I guess once you’ve used Washington and you’re writing a new 
setting for the Cathedral, you have to call it something different, so it’s called St. 
Alban Service. This was commissioned for the Festival Evensong of Thanksgiving at 
Washington National Cathedral in celebration and completion of the building 1990.  
I remember liking this. We should do it here. Obviously it was done here 
[Incarnation] at some point.  It says here there’s a treble service of Hogan in Eb. 
Neswick for trebles in Eb. 

 
GG I have that. 
 
SD Anthony Piccolo – do you have any of his? 
 
GG No. 
 
SD He is a New Jersey native, who has spent most of his time in the UK but he is an 

American – born and trained here I believe.  I’m looking for a short book that has a 
short bio of him.  Found it!  “Anthony Piccolo, born in New Jersey 1946, the only 
composer represented in this collection who is not British by birth.  He spent a 
number of years studying and working in England . . . made a substantial and 
important contribution to modern British choral repertoire . . .”  There’s his bio if 
you want to take a picture of that. So he is an American. I think people forget that 
because he’s been over there. (quote taken from The English Anthem Collection Vol. 
1, edited by Helen Burrows, published by RSCM.)  I don’t recall his Mag and Nunc in 
C# for trebles but it’s in the library here in Washington.  That book you’re looking at 
– what’s it called? 

 
GG English Anthems! Ha! 
 
SD Well, he’s American born anyway.  Nick White?  No, Nick is an Englishmen.  He’s just 

spent most of his career here.  Moving on to SATB settings now.  
 
GG Was the Piccolo in C# for trebles?  
 
SD Yes. 
 
GG C# minor?  
 
SD It just says C# here and I don’t recall it.  
 Well isn’t it good that I have this file?   
 
GG It sure is!  
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SD I’m seeing things I don’t even remember! Alright, so we talked about Paul Callaway 
to whom Gerre’s unknown canticles are dedicated.  It says here Paul Callaway Mag 
and Nunc in F Minor for SATB that I don’t recall. Tad Cavuoti – do you know about 
Tad? 

 
GG What a name! 
 
SD He goes by Tad.  His first name is Thaddeus. Tad is in Maryland. He’s a local 

Washington guy – a really nice guy.  I don’t recall what Parish.  He’d be in the AAM 
directory.  Oh right – Christ Church, Rockville.  Tad’s a really nice guy.  Tad might be 
a good person for you to reach out to talk about this because Tad has been around – 
I believe I’m right - that he’s been around the Washington area his whole life.  Tad 
would tell me stories,  “Oh yeah, back in Dirksen’s day . . .” I mean, he has known 
what’s going on musically at the National Cathedral. He’s been around forever and 
has good memory. Tad might be a good resource for you. Another person that might 
be a good resource is Neil Campbell. Do you know Neil?  

 
GG No.  
 
SD  Neil is now in Florida I think. He would be in here too (Directory of the Association 

of Anglican Musicians).  This says Darien, Conneticut but I’m almost certain.  I’m 
pretty sure he’s in Florida now. Neil wrote his dissertation on Harold Fridell.  He has 
a website/blog.  Yeah, it says Vera Beach, FL since 2015. He grew up in Washington, 
D. C., went to University of Maryland. Neil is another sort of long-time Washington 
guy. He wrote, maybe eight years ago an article in The Diapason . . . I probably have 
somewhere.  Anyway, Neil was a guy that was hanging around the Cathedral in the – 
probably for Neil thru the 60’s, 70’s, 80’s and is plugged into this stuff. So Tad and 
Neil are people I would talk to. NeilFCampbell.Wordpress.com.  If you Google Neil 
Campbell you’ll come up with his blog and I’m sure can contact him through here. 
And both of those guys – feel free to say I suggested that you contact them. Neil was 
around in the ‘60s when the College of Church Musicians . . .Do you know about The 
College of Church Musicians? 

 
GG No, I’ve never heard of it. 
 
SD Ok – The College of Church Musicians was a thing that happened for eight or nine 

years in the 60’s at Washington Cathedral.  It was an accredited school for church 
musicians – centered at the Cathedral. Leo Sowerby left St. James’ Cathedral in 
Chicago to go to Washington, to run it.  Sowerby died in ’68 and that’s the year that 
The College of Musicians closed. It’s something I would love to bring back.  An 
accredited graduate school where you take a small number of students who are sort 
of Fellows effectively in the music department at the National Cathedral but there’s 
also an academic curriculum and so forth.  This is where John Fenstermaker (sp?), 
for instance . . . do you know John’s name?  

 
GG No. 
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SD Ok, John was a student at the College of Church Musicans and was then for many 
years Director of Music at Grace, San Francisco. He’s now retired to Naples, FL 
where he’s at Trinity-By-The Cove in Naples.  He’s a great guy and an important 
American Anglican church musician.  

 
 So, there was this center in the 60’s, from like 1960-1968.  Washington was the 

place where all the people from that generation – they’re all retired or dead now.  
This was the place!  You went and got your undergrad and then everybody for just a 
handful of years (which is why it’s little known now) in the 60s – if you wanted to be 
a church musician in the Episcopal tradition – an Anglican Church musician in this 
country, you went to The College of Church Musicians.  I think I have any 
paperwork. I’ve seen the catalog, the course catalog and really great faculty.  So, Leo 
Sowerby ran it. Paul Callaway and Wayne Dirksen were on the faculty.  They all 
helped out with the Cathedral program but were also in this academic program as 
well – great theory teachers and great composition teachers. 

 
 And the weekly organ recitals at the National Cathedral I’m told that they all went to 

them each week and all sat out in the front nave with Sowerby and with Callaway.  It 
was a sort of dream church musician training for those years!  I bring it up because 
Neil was around for that.  He didn’t go to it but he was a kid growing up in 
Washington when that was in existence and those guys wrote a lot of music.  I don’t 
know if John Fenstermaker has written canticles. I bet he has. I don’t think they’re 
published. Maybe he wouldn’t want them published.  He might not want to admit he 
wrote them now.  That’s just a whole corner that’s forgotten now – that there’s a 
group of people who are still alive that were part of that. Go to Neil’s blog. You might 
find some useful things there. 

 
GG That reminds me about a 1990 article I read that referred to the retirement service 

for a music director at Incarnation that featured a boy’s choir.  I’ve only known 
about the adult choir at Incarnation.  I was curious about that earlier period in the 
music program. 
Do you know anything about that?  

 
SD There was always a youth choir. So, Kevin Clarke was here through the 90’s and so 

forth.  
 
GG Yes, I knew Kevin. 
 
SD Kevin is really the one that got Incarnation sort of on the English Cathedral track – 

started doing Evensong.  But before Kevin for forty years or something Russel 
Brydon was the music director here.  Now his program was a sort of 1950’s, 
mainline protestant – the repertoire . . . Some of the stuff here in the single-copy file 
I think “ oh, my gosh they ever did that here?”  It was a different time and Russell 
always who had a youth choir.  There are adults in the parish now who were in 
Russell’s youth choir and it was quite a thing.  I’m not sure the quality under Russell 
was what it has been since Kevin turned it into higher level thing and a few of us 
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have taken it from there.  He had a zillion kids in choir.  When Kevin was here he had 
a boy’s choir. There are photographs of the boy’s choir. There were never many kids 
in it – maybe eight or a dozen at the most.  I’m not sure that he ever had sixteen or 
twenty-four choristers, a full complement. Those are cathedral numbers.  In a space 
this size you don’t need twenty-four certainly.  There was a boy’s choir that died . . . I 
think before Kevin left. And then when Chris Berry was here they continued a 
children’s choir.  When I got here the children’s choir existed. It no longer exists but 
we are potentially going to start a chorister program. It’s on the menu of possible 
projects.  When I got here the children’s choir was sort of dying off.  They sang at the 
2:00 service on Christmas Eve and like one time the week after Easter.  Having come 
from places where the children sang serious repertoire, it was the “children’s choir 
model” not the chorister model.  It was sort of more “cute” than substantive.  When I 
got here and was looking at what the situation was, the Rector and I talked about 
and he said, “oh right, we do have a children’s choir.”  So, we decided the church 
wasn’t really getting a return on the investment.  So, there was a tradition here.  I’m 
not sure that it ever thrived as a chorister program.  I don’t think there was ever a 
time where there was a highly operating choir with kid trebles and adults voices 
singing SATB repertoire.  If there was, I’m not aware of it.  

 
GG Thank you for that background. It’s interesting to learn more about the history of 

the Incarnation program and also all of the connections you have to Washington 
Cathedral. 

 
SD This is great. I could sit here all day. Check out the Neil Campbell blog AAM article on 

Washington Cathedral.  There are also a couple of pieces I wrote.  This is the article I 
wrote about this history of the organs at the Cathedral but it may include 
information about people as well.  I wrote this for the OHS program booklet in 2010 
or whatever year the Organ Historical Society was in Washington. Here is the other 
one I was look for. This was never published. I gave this as a talk but this talk I is the 
most complete of organists.  This was also for a lay audience.  This was not for 
organists. So, some things are not necessarily “scholarly.”   

 
 Returning to the Washington list . . .  ok – There’s a SATB Dirksen Magnificat – a 

cappella.  It just says Magnificat.  The two David Hogan services that I just showed 
you that we have here are the only two listed in the Washington library, which 
makes believe they were his only two. Doug Major Mag & Nunc in G minor.  I don’t 
recall it but it exists. Doug was director of Music in the 80’s.  Ah! Horatio Parker – 
accompanied Mag and Nunc.  Now I don’t remember doing it. Horatio Parker is 
largely forgotten these days but he’s an important American composer.  I don’t think 
we did it. Dan Pinkham – Festival Service. 

 
GG I didn’t have that one. I found his Magnificats but I was surprising that there 

wouldn’t have been a complete Mag and Nunc. 
 
SD It says Daniel Pinkham Mag and Nunc (Festival). So, I don’t know if it’s called the 

Festival Service or what. Ned Rorem Nunc Dimittis – unaccompanied. 
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GG I wondered about him.  Do you know see any Mags? 
 
SD I don’t just Nunc, it says. I don’t know anything about it. There’s also a phos hilaron 

of course related to Evensong. Oh – David McK Williams. Do you know who he was? 
A New York organists.  Of course the first thing that pops up on a Google search is a 
Neil Campbell article. Neil is really good about middle twentieth century 
Washington and New York organists.  Some of those like David McK Williams are 
forgotten. David Mck was born in Wales!   Although New Groves says he was born in 
Wales but then the first sentence is “American Organist and Composer, born in 
Wales.”  “As a boy in Denver, CO he was a chorister at St. John’s Cathedral . . . 
appointed Grace Church, NY in 1908.  I’ve gotta say I thought David McK Williams 
was an American.  You can do your research but I think it’s fair to consider Williams 
an American.  And, if New Groves starts out by saying American . . . 

  
 (we spend a few moments reviewing Williams’ bio) 
 
 In any case, in the Washington Cathedral library there’s a David McK Williams Mag 

and Nunc in A minor and a Mag and Nunc in A flat. Now some of these things like 
David McK Williams or Daniel Pinkham. Some of these are most likely also at Saint 
Thomas Fifth Ave.  It’s also a good idea to reach out to them.  Do you know who to 
reach out to there? 

 
GG No. I’m not sure who’s leading things since John Scott.  
 
SD So, Dan Hyde is the director of music now but the person you want to contact and 

who will be helpful for this kind of thing . . . she may put you on to someone else. 
They’ve often had a choir man who was the librarian. On their website they give a 
generic address. That will probably go to Laurel’s desk.  She’s the music 
administrator.  She’s wonderful and will be interested in helping you.  If she’s not 
the person to give you the answer, she’ll get you to the right person.  We were in 
school together.  

 
GG From a practical standpoint, I could see this potentially turning into a book – taking 

it beyond what I’m doing now.  
 
SD The book on this hasn’t been written!  
 
GG Would I need to make trip to the National Cathedral to examine some of these scores 

or can I make a request in writing?  How would you advise me? I’m not sure how I 
would take it from here.  

 
SD So the person you want to talk to is Benjamin Straley, who is in my old position – 

organist and associate director of music. Benjamin would be very interested in your 
project and I think would be pretty responsive in helping you. There’s also a music 
administrator that if you were to travel there, Benjamin would likely pass you to. 
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Michael is sort of “cruising altitude” and Benjamin is the one likely to help you. What 
else can I answer for you? 

 
GG This has been truly outstanding!  
 
SD I’m really interested in what you’re doing and I want to help and support you. So, 

anytime you have questions or anything either that I can answer or point you to the 
right person to answer let me know.  I’m really interested in helping you.  Don’t 
think that ok, you’ve had your hour with me and that’s it.  

 
GG Thank you, that’s very kind!  
 
SD You were talking about . . . is there a bigger book or something here? I mean, Gerre 

[Hancock] has done it with that CD – a disc of American Mags and Nuncs. And now 
Dale [Adelmann] has done a similar thing, although they’re not all Mags and Nuncs.  
I’d be interested to keep up with your research and see what you find.  It’s the sort 
of disc I’d be interested in doing here potentially with my choir.  Kevin had done a 
lot of recordings here.  If you go through those programs it’s “Like as the Hart.”  Not 
to in any way to put down the work – the great work that Kevin did here over 
seventeen years but I’m interested in doing a different thing with recording.  The 
beginning of it is this BBC broadcast which is now going to become a CD.  I’m not 
interested in recording greatest English anthems, which has been done forty times 
by forty different choirs. And, there’s no market for that outside our bookstore here, 
where our parishioners want to hear our choir. What does interest me is projects 
that haven’t been done and that would be like that disc you have in your hand, 
perhaps be the only recordings of certain pieces or at least some of those pieces. 
That sort of thing does intrigue me.  So, if you go through all these and you say, “Hey, 
I think there’s some great music here that hasn’t been done” find there’s some great 
music here that hasn’t been done, I’d be interested in staying touch with you about 
this specifically.  You’ve got a long list of settings and now it’s even longer after our 
session this afternoon.  Some of them are probably not great pieces but I’m very 
interested in finding American music in the Anglican tradition that is at least good 
music, if not great music, and is worth doing.  For your purposes, at St. Michael’s 
[and All Angels] they never do Evensong. At Transfiguration, I think they do three or 
four a year.  Joel does do some interesting music. He doesn’t just do Howells and 
Stanford. Obviously we do a lot of Howells and Stanford because we do thirty a year.  
So the English Cathedral staples, the “meat and potatoes” of repertoire is what we 
do here but I’m very interested in finding music, particularly American Music that 
wouldn’t be done on the other side of the pond. Whether you bring pieces to my 
attention I wasn’t aware of and we do them for Evensong or dreaming bigger you 
know, if it turns into enough for a disc – there’s 70-80 minutes here of great 
American music, I’d be interested in the possibility of a project like that. That’s just 
to say that I hope this isn’t the end of our conversation.  

 
GG Well, it’s enormously encouraging to be in touch with you, Scott.  I have often 

lamented that I don’t get to spend more time with my fellow Episcopal music 
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directors in the Dallas-Fort Worth area.  It means a great deal to me to have such a 
supportive colleague for my academic endeavors and future music ministry. Thank 
you!  
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February 1, 2018  
 
MAL:  So, tell me about what you’re doing. 
 
GG I am working on a paper about Joel Martinson’s settings for Evensong, one of those 

happen to be the St. Mark’s setting and I’m trying to understand how – since Joel is 
from a Lutheran background – how he became exposed to the Evensong service and 
the process of creating these settings.  Over the past several months it’s been 
interesting to learn about what’s happening across America.  However, my 
committee has suggested narrowing my focus to Dallas, St. Mark’s School, Church of 
the Incarnation and Joel’s interaction with these institutions.  

 
MAL: Well if you come back to Dallas that narrows the focus a lot in that time period 

because no one was doing these services except Jim.  
 
GG That’s the interesting thing because I was talking with Keith Franks yesterday and I 

had no idea that Jim had been at the cathedral (St. Matthew’s Cathedral, Dallas).  So, 
maybe it would be helpful to talk about Jim’s work here in Dallas.  

 
MAL: Ok, I can do that. That I actually know. Alright, he went to Occidental College, in 

California (Los Angeles).  He was from California and he was in organ performance.  
While he was there, he heard of Peter Hallock in Seattle. And so he and some of his 
young organ friends would travel up there and just experience that community – 
which did compline, Evensong, women didn’t sing with vibrato and it was a sound 
that Jim had never heard. He had always heard the opera-type sound and all of that.  
Before that from about 14 to college he was playing for a Lutheran church as 
organist. So, he had been doing that all along. I think Clarence Mader was the organ 
teacher at Occidental and that’s how he got there because he knew that teacher.  
Then he became very good friends with Richard Proulx and Peter Hallock. I think 
that’s when the tone in Jim’s mind started changing. He was looking for a different 
sound than he’d always heard before. And, he became very interested in choral 
music where before it always organ.  He was the accompanist and church musician.  
So, he came back to Occidental and how he came to St. Mark’s and to Dallas is that 
the head of our fine arts department, Tony Vincent went out to do a graduate degree 
at Occidental in drama – in theatre.  Jim and Tony met each other and Tony thought 
that Jim had the charisma and the energy to be around boys and to teach in this kind 
of setting.  

  
We had some choirmasters that sort of had nervous breakdowns.   Somewhere 
Norman Blake had a nervous breakdown – you’ll see his name come up here – and 
he was British.  He’d been here trying to do Evensongs, be with the boys and work.  I 
think he did a really good job but he left in the middle of the year and everything 
was in shambles and the choir wasn’t very good and they were very poorly behaved.  
So Jim came here (St. Mark’s) as a senior in college to audition for the job and he got 
the job. So, that’s what brought him here and that was in 1968. 
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GG I see. Wow! 
 
MAL But he’d never taught. He’d never conducted choirs. This was totally new to him and 

was 21 years old and the high schoolers were 19.  They pretty much killed him!  It 
was really rough at first.  It was a bumpy road for a while but Jim’s musicianship was 
just so strong that he was able to pull it around. For him as a church organist at that 
time, St. Mark’s had a connection with St. Luke’s and had a connection with 
Canterbury House at SMU. There also a room outside Canterbury House and Jim 
lived there because the priest at St. Mark’s was also the priest at Canterbury House.  
So there was that connection. Jim was the organist/choirmaster here (St. Mark’s) 
and also St. Alban’s Collegiate Chapel at SMU.  Then there were lots of opportunities 
to do things at St. Luke’s. I don’t think Jim was ever organist/choirmaster at St. 
Luke’s but there was a connection. Then Jim became very big in the organ world 
here, with RTA (Robert Anderson) and all of that.  Then the job came open at St. 
Matthew’s and Jim got it - and I don’t know when that started but he was there for 
about eleven years. It was definitely before we were married so it was in the 70’s – 
early 70’s.  I sang there and there were twenty-two paid professional singers.  

 
GG Was that unusual for the time?  
 
MAL Oh my gosh yes!  
 
GG When I heard that I was a bit astonished. 
 
MAL It was The Choir in the city. Definitely! And there again – Jim’s personality and 

musicianship – everyone wanted to work with him. So these SMU people were going 
there – I don’t even know if we paid them.  Most of the time we didn’t pay anybody. 
They just liked being with us and sang for Jim.  Then again, Jim was quite fun and we 
would have lots of fun times that everyone wanted to be a part of. So, about eleven 
years at St. Matthew’s – I think Jim would’ve stayed forever but we had children 
then and there were no children at St. Matthew’s.  It was just very old people, they 
loved Rite I and it was wonderful.  We kind of played “high church” and we had a 
great time, but if my daughters weren’t coming to church I would call the babysitter 
‘cause we were the only ones. We wanted something for the family.  

 
GG Interesting. 
 
MAL So there were various other opportunities.  St. Philips, in Atlanta, lots of different 

places but every single time it came back to you have to leave St. Mark’s and he 
never wanted to do that.  He didn’t have to recruit.  He had five rehearsals a week . . . 
it was just a wonderful thing. So, he got very interested in the Boys’ sound. At St. 
Matthew’s the women sang with no vibrato. He was into that choral sound and just 
went ‘head first’ into Anglican choral music – just head first!  By 1980 he was pretty 
much the one person in this area who knew the repertoire, was teaching the 
repertoire, singing the repertoire – all of that.  So here knew that here, at St. Mark’s 
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if the boys didn’t perform more, if they weren’t working as a group more, they 
weren’t going to get better.  So in about 1979-80 he started the Evensongs. 

 
GG Were there Evensongs before?  
 
MAL By started, there were Evensongs before – there were Evensongs in the 50’s here 

but sporadically, every once-in-a-while.  So, it was once a month, I think by that time 
and then Festival of Lessons and Carols. That was all done by King’s College - all 
really traditional and traditional choral music.  And so the men, like Joel, in the area 
flocked . . . because they liked that kind of music too and it wasn’t being done 
anywhere else. The way I think it worked the best was we had an upper school 
chorus (at St. Mark’s), we had a middle school choir with unchanged voices and then 
we had a professional schola.  The upper-school boys just really couldn’t handle the 
difficulty of the music Jim was throwing at these boys; who could learn the treble 
line – easily. But the alto, tenor, bass was a struggle for the upper-school boys and 
slowed down the middle school boys. So he kept those separate and then he brought 
in the schola. He brought in professional organists to play for Evensong so Jim 
would conduct and that’s how that kind of all started.  

 
GG Was the schola during his time all volunteers?  
 
MAL Yes. By during his time – he was here 37 years.  Towards the end of it they were 

being paid.  
 
GG As I perused the website I came across a picture of perhaps a recent Lessons and 

Carols and I noticed that the schola was quite “robust.”  
 
MAL Yes.  It’s not even the same . . . in that the approach is pretty much anyone in the 

upper school that wants sing, can sing. There are concerts – which they do concert 
repertoire.  When Jim put on a concert it was a Bach cantata with the Dallas 
Symphony, which he would hire or he would do the Golden Vanity by Benjamin 
Britten, or he would do big works like the Messiah with DSO.  We’ve gone to concerts 
where they do SATB choral music.  That’s fine.  It’s just a different approach and the 
knowledge of Anglican music isn’t as strong – for the boys or by the director. 

 
GG During the ‘80’s I believe there was a small chorister program at Incarnation. 
 
MAL Was that with Kevin (Clarke)? 
 
GG I believe prior to Kevin.  I came across an article by an Englishman (Malcolm 

Rudland) who wrote for the Musical Times about his travels.  He came to Dallas in 
1990 and wrote about the Incarnation boys’ choir, which he heard at a celebration 
for the retirement of Russell Brydon Jr, the choir director/organist who served for 
43 years. Several of his previous choristers had returned to honor him. However, the 
boy’s choir that sang at the service didn’t impress Rudland. It seems the chorister 
program at Incarnation has been “hit or miss” over the years.  There doesn’t seem to 
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be a consistent history there. I wondered, were any of the boys at Incarnation also 
involved here at St. Marks? 

 
MAL No, I don’t think so.  In 1987 this chapel, which used to be over there was torn down 

and they built the one we now have right out here and during that year we went to 
churches and sang our Evensongs.  And before the European trips, which is another 
entire thing, we hadn’t sung masses here – because we are not a parish and didn’t 
have Sundays. But when we went to residencies, we needed to have masses.  So we 
would go out and would say, “Can we sing mass at Incarnation?,”  “Can we sing at 
Transfiguration?”  So, we did a lot of that.  The only thing that was here that was 
boy’s choir was the Texas Boys Choir.  Totally different sound production and totally 
different repertoire but that was here.  There wasn’t a successful boys choir in any 
of the churches and there really still isn’t. And I don’t think there’s going to be and I 
don’t think we would at St. Mark’s if there were girls here. I don’t think we could’ve 
kept it as well – because they don’t mind singing high C’s.  I think they might mind 
singing high C’s around girls.  That would be difficult I think possibly and then also 
the fact you have mandatory classes – it’s a part of their school.  If they have 
Evensong rehearsal it becomes before sports and they sign on for that.  And that was 
pretty easy for Jim because they wanted to be with him. And he kept it manageable. 
It’s getting robust – that was your word.  He kept it manageable.  It was very highly 
auditioned and there were never more than 28-30 trebles and that would be really 
pushing it. 

 
GG Very Interesting!  So, in terms of church music – from St. Matthew’s, where did Jim 

go from there?  
 
MAL We lived in Lake Highlands and he went to Ascension.  
 
GG Oh, ok. I know it well. 
 
MAL Which was right there on Greenville.  Hated it! Hated the organ!  Loved the people, 

loved the priest.  He only did it for me, and the girls.  And that was kind of the end of 
his – it was hard to leave St. Matthew’s.  I mean, that was an unusual world.  He was 
there (Ascension) for four-five years and he said “I cannot do this anymore. I can’t 
pull out a flute card and stick it into a box. 

 
GG I laugh heartily - calling to mind the punch cards from the Allen/Rogers organs. 
 Terrible! 
 
MAL “I just can’t. I love you, but I can’t do it anymore!” he said.  “I will not do it anymore.” 

And I said “ok.”  The kids were happy, everyone was happy and I was of course 
everywhere we went the Youth Music Director – always.  So everyone got a free ride 
with me. But then he took St. Andrew’s, in Fort Worth. He was there for about four 
years. That was fun. I was youth choir director. He was full-time at St. Mark’s. I was 
full-time at St. Mark’s. We had two daughters – young – and we went there every 
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Wednesday and lots of times went on Saturdays and spent the night in a hotel.  So, 
that was our life but we still did Evensongs.  

 
GG Bless you!  
 
MAL And I still taught forty piano students on top of that. 
 
GG Oh my goodness! 
 
MAL Yeah, we were kind of crazy.  You know when you’re in that musical world, you just 

keep saying yes to things. And he enjoyed all of that and they wanted him to become 
fulltime. And that happened a lot – meaning they wanted a full-time person. He 
wasn’t there, he was here (St. Mark’s).  So that stopped . . . possibly Holy Nativity, in 
Plano from there.  I’m trying to remember.  Oh, Incarnation was going to happen but 
they wanted him to drop St. Mark’s and he said “no.”  He just never could leave here.  
It was just too much what he built. 

 
GG Absolutely, I completely understand that kind of investment. 
 
MAL But he was a church musician and he was a schoolteacher.  He was always kind of 

conflicted and every place wanted a full-time person and to start a big program and 
he just wasn’t going to do that.  So, that didn’t happen (Incarnation) and I think he 
went to Holy Nativity.  After Holy Nativity I think he went to Holy Cross for a year or 
two and went back to Holy Nativity – and then he passed away.  That was the church 
part. 

 
GG And he never spent time working at Transfiguration? 
 
MAL No, he knew everyone there but no, not working. 
 
GG So, in terms of travel to England was the first choir trip with Jim? 
 
MAL Yes, we started it.  You can take all of this. 
 (Mary Ann presents several documents: choir histories, tour histories etc . . .) 
  
GG I am so grateful for all of this. This is incredible. 
 
MAL I’m sure you’ve heard of Woody. 
 
GG Yes, I know Woody.  I know of him.  The first Evensongs I heard at St. Mark’s he 

directed. 
 
MAL Wow! Than you really heard some good stuff! He was quite brilliant as far as the 

vocal technician – vocal teacher.  Wow, he just knew what he was doing. Jim was 
incredibly musical. He could get music out of them.  But Woody could get music out 
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of them and knew exactly what to say.  Jim wasn’t a singer. He was one of those 
“organists.”  And Woody wasn’t an organist.  So, it was interesting. 

 
GG I’m intrigued to hear you say that because for me, in my mind – that was a really 

unique sound/time for the choir.  The sound was glorious!  
 
MAL During Woody’s time?  
 
GG Yes. 
 
MAL Oh, it was incredible. 
 
GG I’m glad that I wasn’t remembering incorrectly.  I was very moved by the music 

making then. 
 
MAL There was so much here. You could do anything with these students.  And Woody 

was 28 years old and eager and excited.  Jim was 58 and really sick.  You know, 
towards the end of his life. So, during that time the boys adored him, they still loved 
him, they still sang and everything was still happening.  But it wasn’t like when Jim 
was 28 and doing that kind of training. And Woody came in and just started all of 
that again with a new set of gifts. He had an amazing skill. I came across this – an 
article about a St. Mark’s Organ Book. Do you know this?  

 
GG No, but I’ll see what I can find out.  
 
MAL All of these pages – was your question about the England trips? 
 
GG Yes. 
 
MAL Ok. They look the same but their different.  Tour personnel – so that’s who our 

organist was and how they changed. That was for international trips. 
  
GG Didn’t Joel accompany on some of the tours? 
 
MAL Yes. 
 
GG Mary Ann, how is it possible that there isn’t a book, about the history of this choir?  
 
MAL We had – and they better do it before I die – because I’m the one who remembers 

everything.  I don’t know.  They had a man hired for a lot of money to do a history of 
the school and as they would come and interview me and various people they said 
the same thing. They said this choir is so unique. It’s so unusual we are surprised.  
But, I don’t have the greatest memory but we could get people together with a great 
memory.  I mean, there’s not a day that goes by that some (I think of them as little 
boys but they’re in their 40s now) write me and say, I just heard this piece and 
started to cry or I just went to London and took my fiancé, who wasn’t my fiancé, 
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and stood in Westminster Abbey where I sang, and asked her to marry me. You 
know, the connection is so deep.  And that’s not Jim, that’s kind of God, church 
music, and singing.  Jim just pulled it all together.  That’s what happens when you 
make really beautiful music in really beautiful spaces – I think. 

 
GG Oh, they’re life changing. 
 
MAL These are Evensong organists and Joel is in there, located here and here. 
 
GG These materials are really invaluable. 
 
MAL This was written by “Jimbo” – that’s what I called him. That’s Jim’s history of the 

choir. So, it stops at some point.  This is where we actually sang, so that adds that to 
the piece of the puzzle.  

 
GG Yes, I saw the Norwich Cathedral picture in the choir room.  
 
MAL Alec Whiten is the one who started all of this whole bit - Brilliant British author and 

composer.  He came over with Bishop Mason, at the Cathedral? I don’t know.  But 
Bishop Mason back in the ‘50s. 1950 wanted a boys choir at the Terrel School or 
cathedral school or something like that and he was the one who was assigned to get 
that going.  And he hired O’Conner. Fergus O’Conner, who was also British and then 
Jim. Fergus O’Conner worked for a while. Somewhere . . . I found Norman Blake in 
the yearbook in 1957 and I found him again in 1967 so here was choirmaster. Then 
he was here again . . . not an easy job. 

 
 (handing GG papers) This history was written by Woody. I think Joel was mentioned 

in here because he was talking about the various commissions. And we did pay 
Gerre Hanckock, who was long-time friend of Jim’s and the schools. And Gerre 
Hancock wrote this for the school but he also wrote a really neat descant to 
(unintelligle) that Navy Hymn for the boys here.  

 
MAL Looks like I don’t have the list of just organists/choirmasters of St. Mark’s. 
 So, do you have more questions?  
 
GG You explained about the use of the Schola but if they were doing Evensongs before 

Jim, was it with only the boys or were they also involving a Schola? 
 
MAL I think it was just the boys and maybe upper schoolers.  I think it was just St. Mark’s.  

And I think the professional Schola was so easy because he had all of these people at 
St. Matthew’s.  So, it was like we’re gonna do Evensong and I’ve got a whole choir 
over here that’s fabulous and they wanna come over. So that’s how all that 
happened.  

 
GG The piece of the puzzle that I’m missing is the English Choir School model.  
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MAL Well, in 1978 (that’s a picture of Herbert Howells and that’s Jimbo). 
 
GG Oh, my goodness!  
 
MAL I pulled this out because Scott Cantrell wrote this the other day (pulls out Dallas 

Morning News article Scott wrote about an upcoming performance by the Dallas 
Choir Festival’s performance of Howells’ Hymnus Paradisi). 

 
GG I actually sang in that performance. 
 
MAL Did you? How did it go?  
 
GG It went very well, at least from where I was standing! It was really great. 
 
MAL That piece is never done.  I should’ve gone but I didn’t. But Scott wrote this.  I didn’t 

know that Scott was on the same RSCM course that he’s writing about as my 
husband and I were.  I didn’t know Scott.  Jim probably knew Scott but I didn’t 
remember.  But that’s what he’s writing about – this 1978 Summer course where he 
had his Howells’ Psalm and Prelude signed.  

 
 Well, I have the Psalm and Prelude signed – the same thing that Jim had done. So, I 

didn’t know Scott did all that.  This was in 1978 and Jim came back a changed 
person because then he could take what he had in his head and teach it through the 
RSCM course.  And he started the medals, the ribbons – everything had a plan and it 
worked perfectly for this competitive boy’s school. Everybody wanted their ribbons.  
Everyone worked hard.  Everyone came in after school and before school and all of a 
sudden Jim had a curriculum. And that is when it just took off. And by ’80 he was 
doing Evensongs.  In ’85 he and I went to England. 

 
 (pointing to picture) This house right here is (let me find Sterling . . . he must’ve 

been taking the picture). Sterling Stover owned a manor house and he was an alum 
of St. Mark’s.  The year that Norman Brown had his break down, in 1968 and Jim 
was at Occidental, Sterling Stover who was a senior here; was playing the organ 
because no one else was. So Sterling was playing the organ and Jim came and 
observed and he and Jim became good friends. And then Sterling became a lawyer 
and wanted to live in England and he bought this house this is the reason we had the 
nerve to take fifty people over – twenty-eight of them under the age of ten because 
Sterling had this house and we used it as our base! And that’s why we did Gloucester 
because it was close by (this is in the Cotswalds). This is in Berford, near Oxford.  
That’s why we did Gloucester and I think we did Westminster Abbey the first year. 
Jim was very brave. He had a great sense of confidence in himself and I don’t know, 
he just did it! I just walked along and sewed buttons on robes and prayed that 
everybody would not get hurt! That was my job! (pointing to picture) but that’s Joel, 
isn’t that him there?  

 
GG How come I’ve never seen him with a mustache? Funny. 
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(We examine picture of the choir at Gloucester Cathedral and several others) 
 
MAL We sang at the Meyerson sometimes for various things – Joel’s in there (we examine 

picture of the choir at the Meyerson). Next, Mary Ann shows picture of Woody with 
Gerre Hancock and several choristers with ribbons. 

 
GG Look at this picture! Oh, wow!  Was Gerre at University of Texas, in Austin at this 

time?  
 
MAL Yes, he was for sure. But Woody had sang with him at St. Thomas for four years, as 

one of the “gentlemen of the choir” or whatever they call it up there. So that was our 
connection.  We took, Jim and I took, our highest-level RSCM those who tested for 
the highest level.  Jim was an adjudicator but you can’t judge your own kids. So we 
took our kids up to New York to see Gerre, when he was up there and they got 
judged. And when Woody came, we went to Austin. Here’s Joel sitting with George 
Guest in our cafeteria here.  Seems like when we ever had a visitor like this Joel 
would be around ‘cause he was real into all that – which was great. A lot of these 
other pictures are from the ‘80s. 

 
GG I cannot thank you enough.  I was telling Tinsley that the St. Mark’s Evensongs were 

actually my first to ever attend.  
 
MAL And that was when?  
 
GG It would’ve been 2005. 
 
MAL Jim passed in 2004 and Woody started in ’04-’05, ‘05-’06. 
 
GG Yes, it would’ve been around then. 
 
MAL If you came in ’05-’06 it was just incredible. 
 
GG I had only heard sopranos like that once before and that was years ago – an English 

cathedral choir visiting Boston. The point is that I have a deep appreciation for the 
history that’s here and although my paper focuses right now on Joel, I really intend 
to spend time in the future documenting Evensong in America. I just can’t believe 
that this story of St. Mark’s isn’t well known and I’ll do everything I can do to 
propagate it because it’s just a wonderful thing!   

 
MAL I’m remembering an article called “Evensongs in America” – maybe you know about 

this. Someone at the college level wrote it.   
 
GG Right now there are four dissertations that I know of and they talk more about the 

cathedral choir schools like Washington Cathedral. 
 
MAL I think it did talk about Washington Cathedral. If I come across it, I’ll let you know.  
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GG Thank you very much for sharing this time and all the documents you prepared for 
me.  I really appreciate all the new things I’ve learned.  
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HISTORY OF THE ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS CHOIR PROGRAM
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In 1950, the merging of Texas Country Day and the Cathedral School of Dallas 

created St. Mark’s School of Texas. The choir was established in 1951 under the direction of 

famed British composer, Alec Wyton and the school joined the Royal School of Church 

Music (London) in 1951, with the official certificate signed by Sir Ernest Bullock and dated 

January 23, 1951. The choir continued to be led by British musicians until 1958, when 

Winfred Johnson took the reins.  Johnson completed a PhD at North Texas University.   

Those that followed Johnson have been a mix of American and British musicians. A 

complete list of past directors are listed here.  

Years  
1950-1951 Alec Wyton, Founder of the Cathedral Choir 
1951-1954 Fergus O’Connor 
1954-1958 Norman Blake 
1958-1963 Winfred Johnson 
1963-1964 James Winston Smith 
1964-1967 David Peacock 
1967-1968 Norman Blake 
1967-1968 Sterling Stover, Jr. Class of ‘68 

1968-d. 2004 W. James Livengood, Jr. 
1997-2000 Mary Ann Livengood, Lower School Chapel Organist 

Spring 2004 Jody Lindh, long-term substitute 
2004-2006 Alan Woodrow Bynum 
2006-2007 Joseph DeLoache, Interim 
2007-2011 Linda Morgan Stowe 

2011-present Tinsley Silcox, Choirmaster  
Glenn Stroh, Organist, Assistant Choirmaster 

2018-2019 Tinsley Silcox, Choirmaster, Director of 7-12th grade Choir 
Glenn Stroh, Organist, Director of Treble Choristers 

 

Throughout the 1950s and 1960s the choir toured the Southwest region and 

participated in local theatre productions. Rapid growth and maturity came under the 

leadership of James Livengood, who led the choir from 1968-2004. In his prepared history 

of the choir Livengood states,  
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In 1970 the choir was re-organized within the guidelines of the Fine Arts 
curriculum: to provide opportunities for boys interested in their vocal abilities to 
exercise and develop those abilities; to teach the historical importance of the male 
voice and literature written for it; and to present talent and literature for the 
pleasure and edification of the school community and the greater Dallas community 
in general.  
 

James Livengood Jr. is legendary in Dallas circles for his development of the chorister 

program at St. Mark’s School.  The monthly Evensong Services were performed primarily 

for the school community but also gained a strong following from the greater Dallas-Fort 

Worth community of church musicians and music educators. Mary Ann Livengood, James’ 

wife, continues to teach lower school music at St. Mark’s School.   When the author asked 

Mary Ann to provide information about Jim’s recruitment to St. Mark’s, his development of 

the choir and Evensong program she stated,  

Ok, I can do that. That I actually know. All right, he went to Occidental College, in 
California (Los Angeles).  He was from California and he was in organ performance.  
While he was there, he heard of Peter Hallock in Seattle. And so he and some of his 
young organ friends would travel up there and just experience that community – 
which did Compline and Evensong.  Women didn’t sing with vibrato and it was a 
sound that Jim had never heard. He had always heard the opera-type sound and all 
of that.  Before that from about 14 to college he was playing for a Lutheran church as 
organist. So, he had been doing that all along. I think Clarence Mader was the organ 
teacher at Occidental and that’s how he got there because he knew that teacher.  
Then he became very good friends with Richard Proulx and Peter Hallock. I think 
that’s when the tone in Jim’s mind started changing. He was looking for a different 
sound than he’d always heard before. And, he became very interested in choral 
music where before it always organ.  He was the accompanist and church musician.  
So, he came back to Occidental and how he came to St. Mark’s and to Dallas is that 
the head of our fine arts department, Tony Vincent went out to do a graduate degree 
at Occidental in drama – in theatre.  Jim and Tony met each other and Tony thought 
that Jim had the charisma and the energy to be around boys and to teach in this kind 
of setting.  
 
We had some choirmasters that sort of had nervous breakdowns.  Somewhere 
Norman Blake had a nervous breakdown – you’ll see his name come up here – and 
he was British.  He’d been here trying to do Evensongs, be with the boys and work.  I 
think he did a really good job but he left in the middle of the year and everything 
was in shambles and the choir wasn’t very good and they were very poorly behaved.  
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So Jim came here as a senior in college to audition for the job and he got the job. So, 
that’s what brought him here and that was in 1968. 
 
But he’d never taught. He’d never conducted choirs. This was totally new to him and 
was 21 years old and the high schoolers were 19.  They pretty much killed him!  It 
was really rough at first.  It was a bumpy road for a while but Jim’s musicianship was 
just so strong that he was able to pull it around. For him as a church organist at that 
time, St. Mark’s had a connection with St. Luke’s and had a connection with 
Canterbury House at SMU. There also a room outside Canterbury House and Jim 
lived there because the priest at St. Mark’s was also the priest at Canterbury House.  
So there was that connection. Jim was the organist/choirmaster here (St. Mark’s) 
and also St. Alban’s Collegiate Chapel at SMU.  Then there were lots of opportunities 
to do things at St. Luke’s. I don’t think Jim was ever organist/choirmaster at St. 
Luke’s but there was a connection.  
 
Then Jim became very big in the organ world here, with RTA (Robert Anderson) and 
all of that.  Then the job came open at St. Matthew’s Cathedral and Jim got it - and I 
don’t know when that started but he was there for about eleven years. It was 
definitely before we were married so it was in the 70’s – early 70’s.  I sang there and 
there were twenty-two paid professional singers.70  
 

Training the Choir 

As previously stated, the choir of St. Mark’s has been a member of Royal School of 

Church Music since its start in 1951. However, the curriculum of the Royal School of Church 

Music was not strictly adhered to or used at all prior to James Livengood Jr. He became 

convinced of its merit following a Royal School of Church Music training course he attended 

in the summer of 1978. Also, meeting the great Hebert Howells at this event greatly 

inspired him.  Mary Ann explains,  

This was in 1978 and Jim came back a changed person because then he could take 
what he had in his head and teach it through the RSCM course.  And he started the 
medals, the ribbons – everything had a plan and it worked perfectly for this 
competitive boy’s school. Everybody wanted his ribbons.  Everyone worked hard.  
Everyone came in after school and before school and all of a sudden Jim had a 
curriculum. And that is when it just took off. And by ’80 he was doing Evensongs.71   

                                                        
70 Mary Ann Livengood, interview by author, February 2018. 
71 Ibid. 
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Indeed, Livengood established a choral program with strict focus on the preparation 

of Anglican literature and he had the strong support of the administration and staff of the St. 

Mark’s School to build one of the finest boy’s choir programs in the united states.  Without 

the full support and view by the school that the choir is an important academic program, 

which takes precedence over athletics, Livengood’s efforts, nor matter how passionate, 

would likely have been doomed! Fortunately, St. Mark’s has cultivated an atmosphere that 

encourages cooperation and the full participation of students in the Arts, Academics and 

Athletics. James Livengood Jr. describes the training program as thus,  

The training scheme for choristers of the Royal School of Church Music, based on 
centuries of choir training in English Cathedrals and college foundations, is the basis 
of the boys’ training. When a boy is accepted into the choir, he is a probationer until 
he proves that he’s learned the basics, and then is officially admitted into the choir.  
Within two-eight months he should show competence on material presented, 
advancing him to junior status, and then in another four-eight months advance to 
senior status.  Very talented and hard-working boys will achieve a third, highest 
level of full chorister.  Most preparation for programs and events takes place within 
the four weekly rehearsals, but extracurricular rehearsals always accompany each 
Evensong, once a month on Saturday mornings preceding the Sunday event.  
Membership is limited to about thirty boys in grades 4-7.  The only prerequisites 
sought are a potentially strong, true voice, and a discerning ear, and an interest in 
teamwork.   
 
During Livengood’s tenure, the choir transitioned from an ensemble comprised of 

only student members, to include the addition of a Men’s Schola. The way it worked was 

that the men sang alto, tenor and bass and the boys sang the treble line, which aligned the 

program with the traditional English Cathedral model. He also became enthralled with the 

sound of English choirs and creating that sound. Mary Ann clarifies,  

So there were various other opportunities.  St. Philips, in Atlanta, lots of different 
places wanted Jim but every single time it came back to you have to leave St. Mark’s 
and he never wanted to do that.  At St. Mark’s he didn’t have to recruit.  He had five 
rehearsals a week . . . it was just a wonderful thing. So, he got very interested in the 
boys’ sound. At St. Matthew’s Cathedral the women sang with no vibrato. He was 
into that choral sound and just went ‘head first’ into Anglican choral music – just 
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head first!  By 1980 he was pretty much the one person in this area who knew the 
repertoire, was teaching the repertoire, singing the repertoire – all of that.  So he 
knew that here, at St. Mark’s if the boys didn’t perform more, if they weren’t 
working as a group more, they weren’t going to get better.  So in about 1979-80 he 
started the Evensongs.72 
 
There were Evensongs in the 50’s here but sporadically, every once-in-a-while.  So, 
it was once a month, I think by that time and then Festival of Lessons and Carols, the 
service done by King’s College.  It was all really traditional choral music.  And so the 
men, like Joel, in the area flocked . . . because they liked that kind of music too and it 
wasn’t being done anywhere else. The way I think it worked the best was we had an 
upper school chorus (at St. Mark’s), we had a middle school choir with unchanged 
voices and then we had a professional schola.  The upper-school boys just really 
couldn’t handle the difficulty of the music Jim was throwing at these boys; who 
could learn the treble line – easily. But the alto, tenor, bass was a struggle for the 
upper-school boys and slowed down the middle school boys. So he kept those 
separate and then he brought in the Schola. He brought in professional organists to 
play for Evensong so Jim would conduct and that’s how that kind of all started.73 
 
There are three other important factors contributing to the ongoing success of the 

St. Mark’s Choir program. First, in 1987 the old chapel was torn down and a new one was 

erected.  The new chapel has an extremely warm, rich acoustic, which is very favorable to 

singing. During the construction period, the choir held performances at local parishes. 

These venues provided new experiences, new repertoire and continued to spread word in 

Dallas about the choir. Mary Ann states, “We hadn’t sung masses here because we are not a 

parish and didn’t have Sundays. But when we went to residencies, we needed to have 

masses.  So we would go out and would say, “Can we sing mass at Incarnation?,” “Can we 

sing at Transfiguration?”  So we did a lot of that.  Second, the participation of students from 

SMU and local churches in the Schola along with world-class organists continued to bolster 

the program.  Third, the inclusion of bi-annual International Tours provided an even 

                                                        
72 Mary Ann Livengood, interview by author, February 2018.. 
73 Ibid. 
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greater depth of experience on which to draw, the cohesive and positive experiences that 

can only be enjoyed on a choir tour and potent memories that will remain with a 

generation of boys throughout their lives.  

St. Mark’s School Choir performing Lessons and Carols, St. Mark’s Chapel, ca. 2016 
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